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This study looks into the difference between
journalistic codes of ethics and real life journalistic
ethical cases. between foreign ethical cases and local
(Hong Kong) ethical cases, at two levels of moral
philosophy: descriptive ethics and normative ethics.
At the level of descriptive ethics, it compares (i) the
distribution of different types of journalistic ethical
issues found in codes of ethics with that found in real
life ethical cases,. and (ii) the distribution of
different types of ethical issues found in foreign
ethical cases with that found in local cases. At the
level of normative ethics, it compares (i) the
distribution of different types of moral principles
adopted as the foundation of codes of ethics with that
involved as the foundation of moral judgments in real
life ethical cases, and (ii) the distribution of
different types of moral principles involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical cases
with that of moral judgments in local cases. A total
of fifty-six codes of ethics, 129 foreign ethical cases,
and fifty-four local ethical cases was collected and
analyzed, and twenty-four hypotheses were formulated
and tested.
A significant difference is concluded to exist
between journalistic codes of ethics and real life
ethical cases. At the level of descriptive ethics, it
is in terms of the inadequacy of codes of ethics to
reflect certain types of ethical issues that are
frequently occurred in real life ethical cases, such as
the ethical problems caused by commercial influence
and political influence. At the level of normative
ethics, it is in terms of the different directions of
the types of basic moral principles involved as the
foundation of moral judgments. Codes of ethics shift
towards the end more deontological, stressing different
types of principles of obligationism, such as justice,
respect for persons, and honesty while real life ethical
cases shift towards the end more utilitarian, paying
substantial attention to the intrinsic goodness of
knowledge and political value. This difference serves
as the background of the wide-spread comments that
journalistic codes of ethics are idealistic and
unpragmatic.
The difference between foreign ethical cases and
local (Hong Kong) cases is found to be negligible at
both philosophical levels. The overall similarity
between the two kinds of ethical cases leads to the
tentative conclusion that cultural difference seems not
a significant factor influencing ethical judgments in
journalism. The development of journalistic ethics in
foreign societies may thus serve as reference for
improving journalistic ethical standards in Hong Kong.
The most direct contribution of this study is
the confirmation of applicability of the philosophical
framework at the level of normative ethics in studying
journalistic ethics. The framework, comprising different
types of basic moral principles, different types of
intrinsic goodness, and different types of principles
of obligationism, provides a conceptual basis for
discussion of journalistic ethical problems and media
criticism. Various types of further research and
discussion are proposed for further development and
application of the framework in studying journalistic
ethics.
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1Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
This is the moment just after the 1997 issue
concerning the future of Hong Kong was basically tackled
under the compromise between the governments of the
People's Republic of China and the United Kingdom. The
Sino-British Joint Declaration, an international
agreement signed by the two governments in 1981, states
that the post-1997 Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region shall preserve the rights and freedom enjoyed by
the people of Hong Kong today, including the freedom of
press and speech. However, taking the current practices
of the press in mainland China into account, people in
Hong Kong have begun to wonder whether the promise which
sounds good on paper can'be kept in. the coming era.
Anticipating the coming change of the fate of
Hong Kong, a strong wind has been blowing in the field
of journalism. Many newspapers have been subtly
shifting their positions towards Communist China. The
tilt to the left is illustrated by a widely spreading
practice of self-censorship, that is, the practice of
killing or downplaying stories not favoured by the
Chinese government.
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This is also the moment just after the proposal
of establishing a media council was rejected by t"he
public," mainly the journalists, in Hong Kong. A
preparatory committee for the establishment of the
council was set up in 1985 under the chairmanship of a
High Court judge. The proposed council was intended to
be a*watchdog of the mass media and to receive public
complaints. However, some journalists and media owners
suspected that the government was behind the move and
wanted to use it to control the media. In addition,
many of them worried that the council might become a
tool to restrain press freedom by the Chinese government
in the post-1997 era. After a few months' consultation,
the committee was persuaded by the journalists that
there was no need for a media council.
These issues have brought the problems about the
status and practices of the journalists, which were
neglected by most people in Hong Kong in the past, to
today's agenda of public discussion. Among these
problems, this author is especially interested in a
rather fundamental topic-- journalistic ethics.
Ethics is a branch of moral philosophy. It's
focus is about moral problems, moral principles, and
moral judgments. There are various moral principles in
moral philosophy serving as the foundation of moral
judgments for different moral problems.
Journalistic ethics is a branch of applied moral
philosophy that helps people make judgments on the moral
3
goodness and the right-doings in journalism. The
principles for making moral judgments, which are to be
generated from both journalistic codes of ethics and
real life journalistic ethical cases in this study, can
be used as raw materials for an analysis of moral
problems in journalism.
Journalistic ethics in this study is to be dealt
with at two philosophical levels: descriptive ethics and
normative ethics. The concept of these two philosophical
levels is to be elaborated in Section 2.32. At each of
these two levels, two kinds of subjects will be analyzed:
codes of ethics and real life ethical cases. The latter
is subdivided into foreign ethical cases and local
(Hong Kong) ethical cases, for which further analysis is
conducted. In other words, this study is a comparative
analysis of two kinds of subjects at two philosophical
levels. The details of the research problem are to be
elaborated in Section 3.1.
At the level of descriptive ethics, categories
developed in Section 2.2 are used to analyze both codes
of ethics and real life ethical cases. The study at
this level appears somewhat similar to the previous
studies of journalistic ethics. However, two outstanding
differences may be stated. Firstly. most of the past
descriptive studies were concerned with journalistic
codes of ethics only, irrespective of localities (Rose,
1966 Jones, 1980 Hulteng. 1981 Merrill, 1981-82).
This study, however, includes real life ethical cases
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as subjects of analysis as well. Secondly, most of the
past studies were purely descriptive, while this one is
comparative: (i) to compare the distribution of different
types of journalistic ethical issues found in codes of
ethics with that found in real life ethical cases and
(ii) to compare the distribution of different types of
ethical issues found in foreign ethical cases with that
found in local (Hong Kong) cases. The study therefore
attempts to assess the validity of past complaints that
journalistic codes of ethics are not adequate to deal
with the types of ethical issues involved in real life
ethical cases on the one hand, while on the other hand,
it is a cross-cultural analysis of the types of ethical
issues found in foreign and local ethical cases.
The level of normative ethics seems to be an area
not yet explored by journalism researchers. At this
level, categories of normative ethical principles
developed in Section 2.33 are to be applied. The
analysis is to compare (i) the distribution of different
types of moral principles adopted as the foundation of
journalistic codes of ethics with that involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in real life ethical cases;
and (ii) the distribution of different types of moral
principles involved as the foundation of moral judgments
in foreign ethical cases with that of moral judgments
in local (Hong Kong) cases. Thus, the study at this
level also examines the difference between codes of
ethics and real life ethical cases in journalism. On
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the other hand, it is a cross-cultural analysis of the
types of ethical principles involved in foreign and
local ethical cases.
There seems hardly any systematic study of
journalistic ethics in Hong Kong. It is hoped that this
study may help in a small way in the understanding of
journalistic ethics in Hong Kong.
There also seems hardly any study of journalistic
ethics that applies a philosophical framework at the
level of normative ethics. Yet, it seems that normative
ethics can be used as a guide to analyze ethical problems
in journalism. This study attempts to deal with the
problem of journalistic ethics at this philosophical
level, intending to provide some groundwork for further
studies and discussions of this topic.
6Chapter Two
LITERATURE REVIEW:
JOURNALISTIC ETHICS AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY
2.1 JOURNALISTIC ETHICS AS A SCHOLASTIC TOPIC
2.11 Historical Development
Systematic study of journalistic ethics did not
begin until Crawford's The Ethics of Journalism in 1924.
Crawford strongly suggested "a philosophy which presents
objectivity in the dissemination of facts as the primary
ideal of the press" (Crawford, 1966: 99). He called for
a broad-based organization of journalists to make
journalism a true profession and to "develop... laws
for examining and licensing journalists" (Crawford,
1969: 154).
After the 1930s, the study of journalistic ethics
seemed to disappear until the 1947 report of the
Commission on Freedom of the Press, commonly known as
the Hutchins Commission after its chairman, Robert M.
Hutchins. At the beginning of the report. A Free and
Responsible Press, the Commission asserted that:
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.. the freedom of the press is in danger
for three reasons:
First... the development of the press
as an instrument of mass communication has
greatly decreased the proportion of the people
who can express their opinions and ideas
through the press.
Second, the few who are able to use the
machinery of the press as an instrument of
mass communication have not provided a service
adequate to the needs of the society.
Third, those who direct the machinery of
the press have engaged from time to time in
practices which the society condemns
(Commission on Freedom of the Press, 1947: 1).
In light of this danger, the Commission argued
for a full definition of freedom of the press:
Freedom of the press means freedom from and
freedom for. The press must be free from the
menace of external compulsions from whatever
source...
The press must be free for the development
of its own conceptions of service and
achievement. It must be free for making its
contribution to the maintenance and development
of a free society.
This implies that the press must also be
accountable. It must be accountable to society
for meeting the public need and for maintaining
the rights of citizens and the almost forgotten
rights of speakers who have no press
(Commission on Freedom of the Press, 1947: 18).
Granted to enjoy the accountable freedom, the
press had to assume a professional spirit and fulfil
some requirements (Commission on Freedom of the Press,
1947: 20-29). In addition, the Commission asked for
assistance from nonprofit agencies and educational
institutions in the establishment of a non-governmental
body to appraise the performance of the press regularly
.(Commission on Freedom of the Press, 1947: 97-102).
The recommendations of the Hutchins Commission
was emphatically rejected by most news organizations.
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Nevertheless, the theory described by the Commission was
further articulated by Peterson, who called it "the
social responsibility theory of the press," in Four
Theories of the Press in 1956. The social responsibility
theory was regarded by Peterson as replacing "the
libertarian theory," depicted by Siebert in the preceding
chapter of the same book, which had guided the press
system of the traditional Western societies since the
seventeenth century. Basic to the libertarian theory
was the concept of the "self-righting process" in the
"free and open market place of ideas." It stressed "the
superiority of the principle of individual freedom and
judgment and the axiom that truth when allowed free rein
will emerge victorious from any encounter" (Siebert,
1963b: 70). The press should be privately-owned and as
free as possible from government in order to pursue the
truth and "to serve as an extra-legal check on
government" (Siebert, 1963b: 56). Thus it would not
platter whether the ideas or opinions published by the
press were true or false, as they would be offset by
others voiced in another direction, taking into account
that the readers were rational and could separate one
from another.
Peterson observed that several changes in the
libertarian society had brought about the birth of the
social responsibility theory of the press. Firstly. it
was the technological and industrial revolution which
encouraged concentration of media ownership. Next was
9
the sharp voice of criticism that came along with the
growth of the press in size and in importance, comprising
the following themes:
1. The press has weilded its enormous
power for its own ends. The owners have
propagated their own opinions. especially in
matters of politics and economics, at the
expense of opposing views.
2. The press has been subservient to big
business and at times has let advertisers
control editorial policies and editorial
content.
3. The press has resisted social change.
4. The press has often paid more attention
to the superficial and sensational than to the
significant in its coverage of current
happenings, and its entertainment has often
lacking in substance.
5. The press has endangered public morals.
6. The press has invaded the privacy of
individuals without just cause.
7. The press is controlled by one socio-
economic class, loosely the business class,
and access to the industry is difficult for
the newcomer: therefore, the free and open
market of ideas is endangered (Peterson,
1963: 78-79).
Thirdly, a climate of suspicion towards enlightenment
which had been fully assumed under the libertarian theory
was formed among the intellectuals. Lastly, a
professional spirit in journalism was being developed
when men of principle and education joined the field
(Peterson, 1963: 77).
Peterson elaborated the requirements proposed by
the Hutchins Commission as the core of the social
responsibility theory, and perceived that the social
responsibility theory had amended certain fundamental
assumptions of the libertarian theory. For instance,
the libertarian theory was born of a concept of negative
liberty, which was suggested as freedom from by the
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Hutchins Commission. The social responsibility theory,
on the contrary, "rests on a concept of positive
liberty"-- "freedom for." Secondly, the libertarian
theory regarded government as the "foe of liberty,"
while the social responsibility theory held that the
government should actively promote press freedom.
Thirdly, freedom of expression was "a natural right, a
right which man was born with," under the libertarian
theory but was "a moral right with an aspect of duty
about it" under the social responsibility theory.
Fourthly, man was regarded to be moral and rational and
was eager "to hunt for truth and to be guided by it"
under the libertarian theory. Under the social
responsibility theory, on the other hand, it seemed to
deny the above thesis and perceived that man's aim was
"to satisfy his immediate needs and desires." Fifthly,
the libertarian theory was based on the assumption that
man was "an autonomous creature of dignity who adhered
to certain absolute principles of ethical behavior."
Morality under the social responsibility theory was,
however, somewhat relative, it was "duty not primarily
to oneself but to the interests of the community."
Finally, the social responsibility theory was much less
faithful to the efficacy of the "self-righting process"
than the libertarian theory was. It seemed to value
freedom of expression mainly because "it promotes the
harmonious, fruitful society" (Peterson, 1963: 93-102.).
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The social responsibility theory suggested that
the press should be controlled by community opinion.
consumer action, as well as professional ethics. The
theory has been accompanied by continual evolvement of
national and international journalistic codes of ethics
and establishment of local and national press councils,
in the belief that "organized self-control is possibly
the best defense against arbitary Government
interference" (Rose, 1966: 6). Such codes and councils
become watchdogs for the press. Towards outside
authorities, these watchdogs "bark" against any
restriction of press freedom while looking inwards to
the press, they "bark" against those who commit
journalistic malpractices. In other words, they have
"a head which is concerned to defend freedom, and a head
which insists upon responsibility" (Monsen, 1966: 9).
However, the development of codes of ehics is still
recent, as "out of the 200 countries in the world which
have developed systems of mass communications, less than
a quarter, that is fewer than 50, have Codes of Ethics
which can effectively influence the communicators or
protect the free flow of information" (Jones, 1980: 14).
Nevertheless, the social responsibility theory
and the evolvement of codes of ethics of the press are
not always perceived to be as optimistic as it might be
effective. On the one hand, it has been warned that
implicit in the social responsibility theory is that
"some group (obviously a governmental one, ultimately)
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can and must define or decide what is socially
responsible. Thus, publishers and journalists acting
freely cannot, determine what is socially responsible
nearly as well as can some 'outside' or 'impartial'
.group. 11 However, -there seems no further watchdog
watching this outside or impartial group (Merrill and
Lowenstein, 1971: 190-191). Codes of ethics, on the
other hand, have been complained of directing the overall
trend of journalistic ethics towards legalization,
resulting in a 'bottom line' ethics... where minimum
attention is paid to minimum standards in order to
prevent personal catastrophe (Christians, 1977: 26).
In addition, codes have to be set in general terms
applicable to a variety of unforeseen future events,
making them not workable in specific cases, as if they
work best when they are needed least (Smith,
1978: 287), but have little effect on the ones who need
the guidance most (Hulteng, 1976: 230). Journalistic
codes are said to be not possible to be compared with
legal or medical codes, in the sense that in the latter
fields codes of ethics are enforced by licensing
agencies and policing bodies and are more specific and
rigid (Hulteng, 1976: 229). Seib gave two further
reasons why codes of ethics in journalism are not much
help: firstly. they sometimes conflict with traditions
and practices that journalists would not give up and
secondly, many codes have built-in contradictions
(Seib, 1977: 26-29). Schwarzlose pointed out that most
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codes were products of management or organizations
focusing on things reporters cannot do (as a protection
for corporate-and product credibility), rather than on
ways of uplifting the reporters' self-image, thus
becoming a diffic'ul t hurdle to professionalism
(Schwarzlose, 1979: 26).
A key shift in studying journalistic ethics in
recent years is the emphasis upon 'individual judgment
and integrity' (Rubin. 1978: 8). Codes of ethics are
viewed as statements of ideals and aspirations"
(Goodwin, 1983: 295). It is believed that ethics deals
with voluntary actions (Merrill, 1975a: 9) and the
only valid ethics is that which is within each person.
(Merrill, 1977: 132). After all, whether an individual
journalist behaves ethically depends upon the personal
code by which he or she gauges rightness of conduct,
that is, determines what ought to be done as a
journalist (Hulteng, 1976: 9). The study of the
personal code" and "what ought to be done as a
journalist" is proposed to be "a normative science of
conduct" (Merrill, 1975a: 9 Christians, 1977: !26).
2.12 Past Studies of Journalistic Ethics
Past studies of journalistic ethics may be
clustered into several kinds.
The first kind of studies deals with individual
ethical problems. Riley and Wiessler, for instance,
discussed a legal-ethical case concerning an
investigative reporter recording his own telephone
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conversation with other persons without their consent,
although it reached no definite solution (Riley and
Wiessler, 1974: 511-515). Hartley compared the reactions
of photojournalists and the public judging nineteen
hypothetical ethical dilemmas confronting press
photographers. and-discovered that ethical judgments of
press photographers varied significantly from that of
the public in responding to seventeen hypothetical
situations, with the demographic factors playing no
effect on such difference (Hartley, 1983: 301-304).
Schneider conducted an experimental study by sending
copies of a letter to 364 daily newspapers requesting
for a correction of an error from a third party, with
the result that the letter was printed in only 51, a
14% return (Schneider, 19811: 905-907).
The second kind of studies, instead of dealing
with individual ethical cases or issues, treats
journalistic ethics as a whole concept. Whitlow and Van
Tubergen conducted a Q-study on patterns of preferred
behaviours expressed by journalists confronting fifty-two
ethical dilemmas, resulting in three types of reporters,
each consisting of people very similar in the behavioral
choices they would make but somewhat different from
people of the other two groups (Whitlow and Van
Tubergen, 1978-79: 2-9). To further the analysis, Black,
Barney and Van Tubergen conducted another Q-study
exploring patterns of moral development of journalists,
finding that journalists progressed through a logical
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sequence of moral development directly related to the
length of working experience in the field of journalism
(Black, Barney and Van Tubergen, 1979: 4-16). Gordon
conducted a survey in Chicago, discovering that most news
media had their own codes of ethics, and that most
journalists agreed to the great importance of ethical
principles in their professional decisions.
Nevertheless, more than one fifth of the respondents
said that ethical principles did not play a very large
role in their professional lives (Gordon, 1979: 17-20).
The third kind of studies deals with journalistic
codes of ethics. Rose, in 1961, conducted a content
analysis of press codes around the world, concluding six
fundamental elements most common to the codes. They were
(i) accuracy of reporting, (ii) separation of news and
comments, (iii) constructiveness of spirit of comments
and criticism for serving the public interest and
avoidance of calumny, (iv) maintenance of professional
secrecy and respect for confidences, (v) faith with the
public, and (vi) condemnation of plagiarism and
disapproval of acceptance of payment calculated to
influence journalists' writing (Rose, 1966: 4). Jones
conducted a similar study in 1980, finding that most
codes were improved in spiritual and technical aspects,
giving more emphasis in five areas: (i) the integrity,
truth and objectivity of news collection and
dissemination, (ii) the maintenance of the free flow of
information. (iii) the need for the maximum
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professionalism, (iv) loyalty to one's country and
refusal to use the status of newsman to undermine the
well-being of. the country, and (v) protection of the
confidentiality of sources whenever this was justified
(Jones, 1980: 63).* Merrill conducted a semantic analysis
on the Code of Ethics of the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi (SPJ, SDX) in the United
States, concluding that the Code was vague, over-
generalized and awkward (Merrill, 1981-82: 12-15).
The fourth kind of studies is concerned with
education of journalistic ethics. Christians, in 1977,
conducted a survey exploring the variety of approaches
applied to teaching media ethics, concluding that:
(i) media ethics teaching was in a very rudimentary and
unsophisticated form (ii) the boundaries between law
and ethics were blurred in much of the teaching
programmes, leading the conceptualization of ethics
biased towards legalization and avoidance of personal
catastrophe (iii) many schools adopted the approach of
absorbing ethics into the curriculum as a whole instead
of offering a specific course of media ethics, seemingly
hard to deal with the complexity of modern ethical
dilemmas in mass communication and (iv) only a small
number of courses geared directly to philosophical ethics
and exhibited a clear sense of direction as well as a
definite conceptual framework of ethics (Christians,
1978: 3-7, 24). The survey was replicated in 19811,
reaching the same conclusions as obtained eight years
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before, except that the approach of offering specific
courses of media ethics was adopted by more schools
(Christians, 1985: 17-19, 51). Goodwin also conducted
a survey in 1980 to study the difference of opinions
among journalism educators, working journalists, and
philosophers with an interest in journalistic ethics on
where and by whom journalistic ethics should be taught.
He found that journalism educators and working
journalists were closer to each other in their views,
preferring news media ethics courses to be offered by
the journalism departments, while the philosophers
favoured offering such courses in both the journalism
and philosophy departments or adopting the shared
approach (Goodwin, 1981: 11-16).
While seldom has there been any study applying a
philosophical framework, it has been strongly advocated
by various scholars. The purpose of teaching
journalistic ethics is considered as to confront
students with ethically insoluble news problems and thus
to reveal students' non-journalistic bases for resolving
the problem (Schwarzlose, 1978: 11). and to force
... studerLits to be concerned with, not just the
superficial 'rules' of daily journalism, but with the
first-principles or roots of ethics in journalism
(Merrill, 1978: 60). It is appealed that journalists
can create their own ethical philosophy, based on a
historical position or their own created eclectic
perspective (Carty, 1978: 8). The strongest advocate
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of applying the philosophical framework in studying
journalistic ethics. however. seems to be Christians:
In medicine, philosophers have given
considerable attention to questions of death.
and dying, patient rights and distribution of
medical technology. In law, philosophers have
shown genuine interest in issues of advocacy,
justice and public policy. Increasingly also
philosophers have entered business and
engineering ethics, and professional ethics
generally is moving up from a footnote in the
academic community. However, media ethics
includes only the obvious few with formal
training in ethics (Christians, 1985: 19).
Furthermore, Christians attacked that ethical
development in journalism would not progress
satisfactorily if too much of work was dealt with
quandry ethics-- the discussion of ethics treated
with descriptive case studies.' On the contrary, he
proposed that normative ethics should be applied as
the catalyst for further advance of studying journalistic
ethics (Christians, 1979: 28, 1985: 19). The concept of
normative ethics is to be elaborated in Section 2.33.
2.2 TYPES OF ETHICAL ISSUES IN JOURNALISM
As stated in Section 2.11, Crawford argued for
the establishment of objective presentation as the basis
of journalistic operation in 1924. The Hutchins
Commission, in 1947, proposed five requirements for the
press to fulfil as the responsibility for enjoying the
accountable freedom:
. (1) a truthful, comprehensive, and
intelligent account of the day's events in a
context which gives them meaning (2) a forum
for the exchange of comment and criticism
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(3) the projection of a representative picture
of the constituent groups in the society
(4) the presentation and clarification of the
goals and values of the society and (5) full
access to the day's intelligence (Commission
on Freedom of the Press, 1947: 102).
These two classics may be viewed as forerunners
of studies of journalistic ethics. Crawford's philosophy
of objective presentation and the Hutchins Commission's
five requirements served as the first generation of
types of ethical issues in journalism at those moments,
which was rather general in nature. However, it was not
until the 1970s the second generation appeared, which
was more comprehensive with shifted emphasis and multiple
foci due to continual development in the news business.
Hulteng, for instance, listed freebies,, decency,
selection of material, divulging of sources, obligations
to special interests, accuracy, relationship to judicial
process, right of privacy, and advertising pressures as
ethical problems of the news media in his modern classic,
The Messenger's Motives (Hulteng, 1976: 27-226). Swain
put forth the issues of reporter conflicts of interest,
relationship with sources, management conflicts of
interest, on and off the record. privacy, freebies,
conflicts between personal and corporate codes, and
perspective adoption on his agenda of discussion in
Reporters' Ethics (Swain, 1978: 3-110). Nielsen
classified the protection of confidential sources,
reporting of trials, libel, access to government
information, access to corporate information, reporting
classified information, reporting of government areas
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and institutions, and monopoly as controversial actions
restricted by law while problems of conflicts of
interest concerning ownership, moonlighting and gifts,
self-censorship and distortion concerning political,
economic, military and police affairs, checkbook
journalism, advertising as news, and secret sources as
issues in favour of ethical control in his discussion of
Legal-Ethical Interactions in .journalism (Nielsen,
1978: 180-202). Cullen paid special attention to the
issues of conflicts of interest, fair play, junkets and
freebies, checkbook journalism and confrontation
journalism in his discussion of Mass Media Ethics
(Cullen, 1.981: 335-356). Goodwin considered the business
nature of news media, conflicts of interest, the
seducers, relationship with the sources, deception and
misrepresentation, fakery and dubious methods, disturbing
photographs and offensive language, privacy, cooperation
with government, incompetence and irresponsibility as
principal ethical problems in journalism in Groping for
Ethics in Journalism (Goodwin, 1983: 31-293).
Reviewing the listings presented by the above
scholars, ten categories of types of ethical issues in
journalism are synthesized:
(1) Conflicts of Interest
(2) Commercial Influence
(3) Political Influence
(4) Acceptance of Gifts
(5) Inaccuracy of Reporting
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(6) Improper Means of Gathering News
(7) Invasion of Privacy and Rights
(8} Disclosure of Confidential Sources
(9) Failure of Impartial and Comprehensive Presentation
(10) Disregard for. Decency
In a general sense, conflicts of interest means
the behaviours of journalists that tend to blemish their
attempts to serve the public interest. In the particular
sense of this study, it refers to the real or apparent
conflicts brought about by the personal background, roles
and identities, and relationships with others.
Specifically, this category includes the ethical problems
due to moonlighting, political involvement, and other
activities of journalists that will create a conflict of
interest or give the impression of one. Examples may be
cited as journalists secondarily employed as public
relations or advertising sales staff of their own media
or other agencies, political affairs columnists being
members of political parties, and financial news
reporters making investments in stocks, etc. However,
this category is concerned with the active involvement
on the part of individual journalists only. Problems
related to acceptance of gifts. and killing or
downplaying news stories under advertising pressure or
political influence, etc., are excluded and to be
included in other categories.
The category of commercial influence refers to
the ethical problems caused by the nature of news media
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which are basically commercial units operating for
profit. It includes events such as playing up
sensational stories to raise circulation or ratings.
killing or downplaying news stories under advertising
pressure, and presenting advertisements as news to earn
extra advertising revenue, etc.
The category of political influence refers to
the ethical problems of treating news differently because
of the presence of some kinds of political influence.
These political influence may come from the ruling
,government. the police, the military service, the court.
and the non-governmental political power centres and
elites.l Classic examples are those such as softening
military news for the reason of national security, and
toning down stories because of court warning of possible
effect on a fair trial. Recent examples include
self-censorship to please the political power centres,
and assuming everything supplied by the government as
facts without querying the credibility owing to the
manifest or latent government pressure.
Acceptance of gifts refers to the situations in
which journalists being seduced by freebies, junkets,
perks, money, or any kind of gifts and as a consequence,
the news stories are presented in Favour of the donors.
1 For example, in Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Office of the
Xinhua News Agency is a non-governmental political
power centre, and the Legislative Council unofficial
members are non-governmental political power elites.
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"Inaccuracy of reporting includes both careless
mistakes and purposive falsehoods made by journalists.
For the former, ethical problems arise if the press does
not attempt to check the accuracy of certain facts before
putting into print. or on air, and not promptly correct
the errors after discovery. The latter is clearly
unethical with no need for further elaboration. Common
examples include lying, manufacturing news, hyping,
exaggerating, and calumny.
Improper means of gathering news refers to
dubious methods of obtaining news. These means include
deceiving people with identities other than a reporter,
threatening and bribing people to get newsworthy
information, eavesdropping and recording conversation
without consent, using hidden cameras, and plagiarizing
stories from other news media. This category also
includes the problems of breaking off-record promises,
and of the presence of the news cameras stimulating
people to act in the way which is not the real situation
if there is no camera.
Invasion of privacy and rights refers to the
problems of intrusion into one's private life, especially
private grief and distress, and disregard for an
individual's rights during news gathering and
presentation. These problems often occur in reporting
of public figures and their family members, victims of
crimes and accidents, and crime suspects.
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"Disclosure of confidential sources refers to
the failure to protect source confidentiality which is
promised by the journalists with the information sources
during news gathering. This may occur in a court of law,
or in the news presentation, with or without political
or management pressure.
Failure of impartial and comprehensive
presentation is concerned with the requirements of
impartiality, objectivity, fairness, comprehensiveness,
and relevance of news presentation. Failure to fulfil
these requirements intentionally or without making
attempt is considered as an ethical problem. This
category also includes failure of separating news and
comments, of giving correct placement and appropiate
coverage of news stories, and of providing chances for
the people who have been accused in the news media to
defend themselves in the same media.
The last category, disregard for decency, refers
to the problems of giving no consideration to-the taste
of the news content presented. Common examples include
playing up sensational stories of sex and violence, and
showing irritating pictures of dreadful dead bodies and
nude women.
These ten categories of different types of ethical
issues in journalism are to be applied in this study.
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2.3 TYPES OF PRINCIPLES IN MORAL PHILOSOPHY
2.31 Meaning of Ethics and Morality
As stated in Chapter One, ethics, as a branch of.
moral philosophy, is concerned with moral problems, moral
principles, and moral judgments. The terms ethics and
morality are often used as equivalent to each other,
so are moral and ethical. Meaning morally good
and morally right, moral and ethical are opposed
to immoral and unethical. On the other hand, meaning
pertaining to morality, they are opposed to nonmoral
and nonethical as well.
Morality is a social institution of life, in
the sense that it is an instrument of society as a whole
for the guidance of individuals and smaller groups
(Frankena, 1963: 5-7). Morality is constrasted with
prudence:
In Freudian terms, morality and prudence are
both attempts to regulate the id but while
prudence is simply a function of the reality-
principle in the ego, morality is the function
of a super-ego which does not think merely in
terms of getting what is desired by the
individual id or even in terms of salvaging
the greatest balance of satisfaction over
frustration for it (Frankena, 1963: 6).
On the other hand, morality is to a certain extent
similar to Law and convention. However, they are
basically different:.
. convention does not deal with matters
of such crucial social importance as those
dealt with by law and morality it seems to
rest largely on considerations of appearance,
taste, and convenience. Thus morality is
distinguished from convention by certain
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features which shares with law similarly, it
is also distinguished from law... by certain
features which it shares with convention,
namely. in not being created or changeable by
anything like a deliberate legislative,
creative, or judicial act, and in having as
its sanctions, not physical force or the threat
of it but, at most, praise and blame and other
such mainly verbal signs of favor and disfavor
(Frankena, 1963: 6).
1 ne generai laea or morality is that it starts as
a set of culturally defined goals and of rules governing
achievements of the goals, ft which are more or less
external to the individuals and imposed on them or
inculcated as habits. These goals and rules then become
internalized and the individuals take them as moral
principles by which their behaviours are regulated. As
the process of internalization is always accompanied
with reason-giving, a somewhat irrational kind of inner
direction is moved to a more rational one in which the
individuals achieve a kind of autonomy and become moral
agents on their own (Frankena, 1963: 7). Morality, from
this point of view, is only meaningful to free and
rational beings, and is more a matter of knowledge than
of feelings (McCloskey, 1969: 95).
Moral principles claim the characteristic of
universality and imply reasons. Reasons are not only
applied to particular moral problems. If they are
applied to an act or an individual in a certain
situation, they are generally applicable to any other
acts or individuals which have similar properties in
similar situations (McCloskey, 1969: 96-98).
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Moral judgments are of various kinds. On the one
hand, certain acts are judged to be morally right, wrong,
or obligatory. On the other hand, persons, motives,
intentions, traits of character, and the like are judged
to be morally good, bad, virtuous, vicious, responsible,
blameworthy, saintly, or despicable, etc. These two
kinds of moral judgments are concerned with different
objects adopting different ways of description. The
former may be termed judgments of moral obligation,
while the latter judgments of moral value. However,
they are always confused, and the confusion is generally
acceptable. For instance, an act may be judged to be
morally good because it is with a good motive or
intention. In addition, there are also judgments of
nonmoral value. Things such as cars, paintings,
experiences, forms of government, and acts such as going
out to eat or pinicking, etc., are judged to be good,
bad, desirable, undesirable, and so on, which is not
meant by morally good or morally bad. It is simply
because they are not in the realm of morality. However,
the consideration of what is nonmorally good may be
involved in the determination of what is morally good
or morally right. Such idea Is particularly appreciated
by the teleologists, with details described later
(Frankena, 1963: 8-9).
The concepts of good, right, and ought
constitute the core of morality and moral judgments.
Good is related to the consequential properties,
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taking into account that it is not possible to apprehend
the moral goodness of a thing without first noting its
basic characteristics. Statements about which acts are
right are, however, statements about the relationship
of suitability or fitness between the acts, the moral
situations, and the moral agents. Statements about what
one ought to do, or about one's obligations, illustrate
the fact that one is constrained to act or to refrain
from acting in certain ways by certain moral reasons.
The main point about moral reasons is that they leave
no option to the moral agents. Grasping the moral
reasons is grasping that one is not as free as one
supposed. To apprehend one's obligations is to
apprehend the moral reasons and to become aware that
one must act in a certain way (McCloskey, 1969: 112-135).
2.32 Philosophical Levels of Ethics
The thinking and theorizing of problems within
the area of moral philosophy used to be distinguished
into three levels: descriptive ethics, normative ethics,
and meta-ethics. Descriptive ethics is the level at
which the goal is to describe or explain the phenomena
of morality or to work out a theory of human nature which
bears on ethical questions (Frankena, 1963: 4).
Normative ethics is directed at discovering the kinds
of things, actions and the like, which are good. right,
obligatory, i.e. which judgments and principles are to
be adopted and why (McCloskey. 1969: 1). Meta-ethics
asks and tries to answer logical, epistemological, or
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semantical questions (Frankena, 1963: 4) which are
concerned with the analysis of ethical expressions
(McCloskey, 1969: 1).
Taking the view that descriptive ethics is the
work done by anthropologists, historians, psychologists
and sociologist (Frankena, 1963: 4), most moral
philosophers, however, limit the scope of moral
philosophy to thinking and discussion at the second and
the third levels.
Meta-ethics is concerned with analyzing moral
concepts, with the logical study of moral language, and
with discovering the logical functions of moral
expressions. It does not propound any moral principles
or goals for acts, except by implication, but comprises
entirely pure philosophical analysis. The primary
question dealt at the level of meta-ethics is whether
morality and moral judgments can be proved, justified,
or shown valid. Its interest is in clarification and
understanding, rather than in practical guidance, even
of a very general kind. It seems that meta-ethics is
only important to the pure philosophers. Thus, we need
be concerned about the meaning or nature of ethical and
value judgments only if this helps us to understand
whether and how they may be justified, only if it helps
us to know which of them are acceptable or valid
(Frankena, 1963: 78-79).
As mentioned in Section 2.12. Christians proposed
that normative ethics should become the mainstream of
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study of journalistic ethics, contending that neither
descriptive ethics nor meta-ethics were likely to shed
much enduring. light:
If descriptive ethics moves into the forefront
and becomes our exclusive domain, it tends
toward q'uandry ethics. If meta-ethics
dominates, it becomes a self-contained circle
spinning in a rarified atmosphere (Christians,
1979: 28-29).
2.33 Types of Normative Ethical Principles
In general, normative ethical principles are
commonly divided into two fundamental types by recent
moral philosophers: teleologism and deontologism
(Frankena, 1963: 13 Merrill, 1975a: 11 Beauchamp and
Bowie, 1979: 2).
Teleologists proclaim that the basic and ultimate
criteria and standards of what is morally good, right,
obligatory or ought to be done are the nonmoral value
that is brought into being. In other words, the moral
value of acts, rules, or practices is determined
basically by the comparative nonmoral value of the
consequences of the acts, rules, or practices. In order
to judge whether something is morally good, right, or
obligatory, one must first know what is good in the
nonmoral sense and then must know whether the thing in
question promotes or is intended to promote good in this
sense. It should. however, be noted that different
teleologists may have different views on the meaning of
nonmoral goodness, and this will be elaborated later.
Teleologism, on the other hand, may be distinguished into
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two further types by their different answers to the
question of whose good it is that one ought to try to
promote: ethical egoism and utilitarianism. The former
suggests that one should always promote one's own
greatest nonmoral good, and whether the acts, rules, or
practices are morally good, right, or obligatory depends
on whether these acts, rules, or practices produce, or
are going to produce, a greater balance of nonmoral good
over evil for oneself as a consequence. Utilitarianism,
on the other hand, contends that the ultimate end is the
greatest general good, that is, whether the acts, rules,
or practices are morally good, right, or obligatory
depends on whether these acts, rules, or practices
produce, or are going to produce, a greater balance of
nonmoral good over evil for the whole population, or for
all the persons affected (Frankena, 1963: 13-15).
As the counterpart to teleologism in the normative
ethical theories. deontologism denies that-the moral
value of acts, rules, or practices is solely a function
of the nonmoral value of their consequences, whether they
are intended for the whole population, or for the moral
agent himself. Deontologists insist that there should
be other basic or ultimate right-making characteristics
as well, and these characteristics are related to the
nature of the acts, rules, or practices themselves,
rather than related to the nonmoral value of their
consequences. Whether the acts, rules, or practices are
morally good, right, or obligatory is not, or not
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completely, dependent on whether they produce, or are
going to produce, a greater balance of nonmoral good over
evil. In general, deontologism implies certain
principles of obligationism as the basic and ultimate
criteria of what is morally good, right, or obligatory,
and this will be elaborated later (Frankena, 1963:
14-15). The details of ethical egoism, utilitarianism,
and deontologism are to be discussed first.
Ethical egoism holds that the only basic
obligation for a man, as a moral agent, is to promote
the greatest possible balance of nonmoral good over evil
for himself. This basic obligation still holds when he
is involved in making second and third person moral
judgments, that is, one should only go by what is to
his own advantage. This basic obligation, nevertheless,
leads one to a difficult position of dilemma and
conflict, especially when one plays the role of a moral
advisor. Accordingly, one should determine what to
advise a person to do by considering what is to one's
own advantage only, and not to the advantage of the
person seeking advice. In other words, what is morally
good in a certain situation will be different according
to different moral advisors as they may give their
different advices on the ground of their own advantages.
As stated in Section 2.31, if any prescribed rule is to
be regarded as a moral principle, it should be ready to
be universalized, that is, different persons should deal
with similar problems in similar ways in similar
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situations. However, from the picture just depicted,
it is observed that the same person will deal with the
same problem differently in the same situation, owing
to different views of different moral advisors reacting
to their own advantages differently. On the other hand,
what a moral advisor suggests different persons to deal
with similar problems in similar situations will also
be different, as he wants to get different advantages
for himself from different persons. Therefore, it seems
doubtful that ethical egoism can serve as an acceptable
basis for moral decisions and judgments, at least in the
area of. moral advice. Nonetheless, some ethical egoists
argue that moral advisors should suggest everyone to do
what will produce his own greatest nonmoral good.
However, if everyone follows what these ethical egoists
advocate, either a solution with conflicting interest
to the moral advisors, or a certain level of general
nonmoral good for the whole population will eventually
be resulted. From this point of view, these moral
advisors no longer appear to be ethical egoists, but
utilitarians. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that
ethical egoism should be dropped out of the level of
normative ethics (Frankena, 1963: 16-18). This is why
most moral philosophers treat teleologism as equivalent
to utilitarianism, excluding ethical egoism.
The essential feature of utilitarianism is
maximization of balance of nonmoral good over evil for
the whole population, or for all the persons affected.
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It is the intrinsic goodness, that is, things which
are good for their own sake without reference to their
further consequences, that utilitarians, indeed
teleologists, believe that people really ought to seek
in life. The question of which things are intrinsically
good yields different answers from different groups of
utilitarians. The most well-known group among them is
the hedonists. Hedonism identifies intrinsic goodness
with pleasure, and hence holds that the acts, rules, or
practices are morally good, right, or obligatory if they
produce, or are going to produce, greater balance of
pleasure over pain. The second group is perfectionists.
Perfectionism perceives perfection of essence of human
nature as ultimately and intrinsically good, and
considers any acts, rules, or practices that promote
greater realization of human perfection as morally good,
right, or obligatory. Recent utilitarians argue that
other things besides pleasure and human perfection also
possess intrinsic value, such as knowledge, power,
beauty, rationality, courage, health, friendship, and
the like. Many of them appear as pluralistic
utilitarians, who believe in more than one type of
intrinsic goodness. In addition, some scholars proclaim
political value as a type of intrinsic goodness, not only
in authoritarian societies, but in libertarian societies
as well. They contend that the acts, rules, or practices
that promote greater realization of political value for
the social or political system of the society, such as
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achieving social stability, or establishing and
maintaining political democracy, to be morally good,
right, or obligatory (Frankena, 1963: 13-15 Sidgwick,
1966: 6-11 McCloskey, 1969: 163-172 Johannesen, 1975:
20-30 Beauchamp and Bowie, 1979: 4-5).
Nevertheless, there are certain objections to
utilitarianism. Firstly, as utilitarianism implies what
are nonmorally good and evil are capable of being
measured and balanced against each other in some
quantitative or at least mathematical way, which is
generally not easily done, if not at all impossible with
morality. Secondly, even if mathematical measurement
and calculation is accepted as not against the nature of
morality, another argument can be raised:
... in a certain situation there might be
two courses of action, A and B. which are such
that when their total scores in terms of a
balance of good over evil for the universe as
a whole are calculated, the results are as
follows: A is conducive to a slightly larger
balance of good over evil than B. But it
might also be that A involves breaking a
promise, telling a lie, or being unjust. Here
the [utilitarians] must say that A is right
and B wrong. But... B is or at least may
be right and A is or at least may be wrong
this conclusion would be insisted on by
ordinary moral consciousness (Frankena,
1963: 32).
Hence, pure utilitarianism is not advisable to be
unquestionably accepted, and deontologism is necessary
to be examined as the possible complement (Frankena,
1963: 29-35).
Deontologism applies a non-teleological standard
which consists of one or more principles of obligationism
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as the basic and ultimate criteria for moral judgments.
The best known deontologist is probably Immanuel Kant.
The Kantian Theory argued for only one general principle
of absolute duties, namely the categorical imperative,
which might be formulated in various ways. Kant believed
that there were a number of principles of absolute
obligations, which were to be derived from the supreme
categorical imperative. Looking at the first formula of
the categorical imperative, Act only on that maxim
through which you can at the same time will that it
should become a universal law (McCloskey, 1969: 200),
one may deduce that the basic implication of the Kantian
Theory was the claim to universality. The second
formula, Act in such a way that you always treat
humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of
any other, never simply as a means, but always at the
same time as an end (McCloskey, 1969: 207), denied the
teleological approach to deal with morality and, at the
same time, suggested a number of principles of
obl igationism, such as justice, respect for persons, and
honesty. However, the Kantian Theory faced a difficulty
that most of the pure deontologists still face today.
The difficulty arised basically from the stress on the
duties being absolute admitting no exception. This
resulted in the failure to rake note of the conflicts
between different but related duties. This difficulty
led many later deontologists to deny that there was only
one general principle of absolute duties, but admit.
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that there might be various moral principles with
necessary exceptions to each. Sir W. David Ross, for
instance, dealt with such a difficulty by distinguishing
between actual duty and prima facie duty. A prima
facie duty is that it would be an actual duty if other
moral considerations did not intervene. In other words,
the fact that one has a certain duty is always a right-
making consideration, it must always be taken into
account but there are other such considerations, and
these may sometimes outweigh it or take precedence over
it when they conflict with it (Frankena, 1963: 24).
The-concept of prima facie obligationism seems to help
much to solve the problem of conflicts between different
duties. Nonetheless, another difficulty of deontologism
is its very abstract, unpragmatic, and idealistic nature
of the principles of obligationism. This makes
deontologism a not-quite-satisfactory ethical theory
even now.
This review of the three types of normative
ethical theories, including ethical egoism,
utilitarianism, and deontologism, leads to the conclusion
that the first should be rejected, and the latter two
are inadequate and unsatisfactory. In an attempt to
solve such a problem, a mixed deontological theory is
suggested by recent moral philosophers. Mixed
deontologisni recognizes the utilitarian principle of
promotion of nonmoral good for the whole population, or
for all the persons affected, as one principle of
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obligationism among other deontological principles, such
as justice, respect for persons, and honesty (Frankena,
1963: 35-45. McCloskey, 1969: 220-246).
For the purpose of this study, a list of different
types of normative- ethical principles is integrated as
follows:
(I) Types of Basic Moral Principles
(1) Pure Utilitarianism
(2) Pure Deontologism
(3) Mixed Deontologism
(II} Sub-categories under Utilitarianism
(A) Types of Intrinsic Goodness
(1) Pleasure
(2) Human Perfection
(3) Knowledge
(4) Political Goodness
(B) Types of Basic Utilitarianism
(1) Singularistic Utilitarianism
(2) Pluralistic Utilitarianism
(III} Sub-categories under Deontologism
(A) Types of Principles of Obligationism
(1) Justice
(2) Respect for Persons
(3) Honesty
(B) Types of Basic Deontologism
(1) Absolute Deontologism
(2) Prima Facie Deontologism
The nature of the three types of basic moral
principles has been elaborated above. In this analysis
of journalistic codes of ethics and real life ethical
cases, pure utilitarianism refers to the situation that
the codes or cases involve the comparative nonmoral value
of consequences produced, or going to be produced, for
the whole population, or for all the persons affected,
as the foundation of their moral judgments. Pure
deontologism. on the other hand, refers to the situation
that certain types of principles of obligationism are
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involved as the foundation instead. Mixed deontologism,
however, mixes utilitarianism with deontologism by
involving both the comparative nonmoral value of
consequences and different types of principles of
obligationism as the foundation.
Four types of intrinsic goodness are accepted as
the sub-categories of nonmoral goodness pursued under
utilitarianism in this study of journalistic ethics,
owing to their relevance to the profession of journalism.
Pleasure refers to the situation that one of the
journalistic ends identified in codes of ethics or real
life ethical cases is to provide the audience with
enjoyment, happiness, relaxation, entertainment, and the
like, during the process of reading or viewing news.
Human perfection is relevant when the codes or the
cases identify as an end the development of good traits
and capacities of the readers or viewers, such as
rationality, integrity, and courage, etc. It is often
related to the journalistic function of education.
Knowledge refers specifically to the primary function
of information of the news media, and the concept that
people have the rights to know. Political goodness
refers to the situation that an end of journalism is to
maintain the social stability and security, to establish
an effecient government, and to achieve political
democracy, etc. Any codes of ethics or real life
ethical cases pinpointing only one of the four types of
intrinsic goodness as the foundation of moral judgments
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would be classified as involving singularistic
utilitarianism. Pluralistic utilitarianism refers
to those involving two or more types of intrinsic
goodness as the foundation of moral judgments.
Under deont.ologism, three types of principles of
obligationism advocated by most'scholars are included as
sub-categories in this study. Justice, for instance,
is often concerned with problems such as conflicts of
interest, and impartiality of news presentation.
Respect for persons is particularly stressed when
ethical problems such as invasion of privacy and rights
are dealt with. Honesty is one of the principles
as justification for accuracy of reporting, and for
application of proper means of gathering news. Any
codes of ethics or real life ethical cases involving
only one of these three types of principles of
obligationism as the foundation of moral judgments would
be classified as involving absolute deontologism.
Those that involve two or more of these principles of
obligationism as the foundation of moral judgments are
considered to have involved prima facie deontologism.
The sub-categories under both utilitarianism and
deontologism are applicable to the codes of ethics and
the real life ethical cases involving mixed deontologism
as the foundation of their moral judgments, and are to
be treated in the same sense.
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2.14 MORAL PRINCIPLES LIKELY TO BE INVOLVED IN JOURNALISM
As stated in Section 2.12, seldom did any past
study of journalistic ethics work at the level of
normative ethics. However, discussion of general guiding
principles concerning news operations by various scholars
may shed light on the types of moral principles that are
likely to be involved in journalism.
Merrill conceived freedom, rationality, and
commitment or duty as the three basic strains in
journalistic ethics. Freedom was said to be important
for two reasons. Firstly, when the press is free it may
be good and bad-- but certainly without freedom it can
never be anything but bad. Secondly, freedom gave a
journalist the spirit of creativity, of action, of
commitment, the desire to launch out into new
journalistic regions and the willingness to take the
consequences for his actions. Rationality, on the other
hand, is man's basic virtue and the fountain of all his
other virtues. This virtue means... 'the recognition
and acceptance of reason as one's only source of
knowledge, one's only judge of values and one's guide to
action.' These two, freedom and rationality, are indeed
the basic requirements of morality, as morality is only
meaningful to free and rational beings. The third
strain, commitment or duty, was meant by the adoption
of the Kanti.an Theory of obligationism (Merrill.
1975b: 117-131).
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Merrill's preference of the Kantian Theory was
shared by Christians, who, however, also suggested
realization of human perfection as one of the criteria'
for moral judgments. Thus, a mixed deontological
approach which recognized perfectionism of utilitarianism
as one of the principles of obligationism was proposed
(Christians, 1977: 27, 1979: 30). In addition, in one
of his studies, Christians discovered that utilitarianism
was only adopted by a small proportion of scholars in
course work in the curricula of journalistic ethics, and
quite a number of educational institutions adopted more
than one framework of moral principles, that is, either
pluralistic utilitarianism, or. prima facie deontologism,
or mixed deontologism, as their approach dealing with
journalistic ethics in the teaching courses (Christians,
1978: 5-6).
Gilmore and Root described four strands of thought
that were supposed to have great effect on journalistic
ethics in the Western societies: the religious strand of
Judeo-Christianity, the philosophical strand of
utilitarianism, the democratic strand of liberty and
individual freedom, and the growing concern on equality
and social justice. Their view, in fact, suggested that
the moral principles involved in journalism should have
been the type of mixed deontologism, mixing together
utilitarianism with the deontological principles of
justice, and respect for persons (Gilmore and Root,
1975: 30).
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Other scholars listed various guiding principles
for journalists to deal with their operations ethically,
including the people's right to know, accuracy, fairness
and objectivity (Goodwin, 1983: 9-14), the pursuit of
truth (Christians, 1979: 30). reporting of all people,
especially segments of the society that are... less
likely to be represented by spokesmen, reporting on and
being guardians of the environment and the government
(Ghiglione, 1978: 177-178), informing and educating
(Rose, 1966: 5), taking the responsibility for the
unwanted effects of the news stories (Hvistendahl,
1975: 189). as well as compassion (Seib, 1977: 32
Goodwin, 1983: 302-303). Thomson found that all the
above-mentioned guiding principles, with compassion as
the only exception, were well considered as highly
important by many journalists (Thomson, 1978: 47-48).
Respectively, these guiding principles for journalists
can be fitted into different types of moral principles,
such as the principles of knowledge, honesty, justice,
respect for persons, political goodness, and human
perfection. However, it is often perceived that the
life of a journalist has to be a series of compromises
(Beloff, 1978: 61) with a philosophical reluctance to
appeal to absolutes (Marty, 1973: 192). Thus, the type
of normative ethical principles involved in journalism
is, after all, more likely to be either pluralistic
utilitarianism, or prima facie deontologism, or in the
mixed deontological nature.
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Chapter Three
PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES, AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
The research problem in this study is whether
there is any difference between journalistic codes of
ethics and real life ethical cases, between foreign
ethical cases and local (Hong Kong) ethical cases, in
terms of the distribution of different types of ethical
issues, and in terms of the distribution of different
types of moral principles involved as the foundation of
moral judgments. The problem may be distinguished into
two levels from the perspective of moral philosophy:
descriptive ethics and normative ethics. At each of the
two levels, two questions may be formulated. As a
result, there is a total of four questions for this
study of journalistic ethics.
The two questions at the level of descriptive
ethics are:
Q1: Is there any significant difference between the
distribution of different types of ethical issues
found in codes of ethics and in real life ethical
cases?
Q2: Is there any significant difference between the
distribution of different types of ethical issues
found in foreign ethical cases and in local
(Hong Kong) cases?
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Figure 1: DETAILS OF QUESTIONS Q1 AND Q2
(1) Conflicts of InterestCodes of
(2) Commercial InfluenceEthics
(3) Political InfluenceQi
(4) Acceptance of GiftsReal Life
(5) Inaccuracy of ReportingEthical
(6) Improper Means ofCases
Gathering News
(7) Invasion of PrivacyForeign
and RightsEthical
(8) Disclosure ofCases
n Confidential Sources
(9) Failure of Impartial andLocal
Comprehensive PresentationEthical
(10) Disregard for DecencyCases
The details of Questions Q1 and Q2 are shown in
Figure 1, applying the list of categories developed in
Section 2.2.
At the level of normative ethics, the two
questions are:
Q3: Is there any significant difference between the
distribution of different types of moral principles
found adopted as the foundation of codes of ethics
and that found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases?
QU.: Is there any significant difference between the
distribution of different types of moral principles
found involved as the foundation of moral judgments
in foreign ethical cases and in local (Hong Kong)
cases?
The details of Questions Q3 and Q4 are shown in
Figure 2, applying the list of categories developed in
Section 2.33.
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Figure 2: DETAILS OF QUESTIONS Q3 AND QL
Real LifeCodes Foreign Local
Ethical Ethicalof Ethical
Ethics Cases Cases Cases
Q3 I Q4
(2 Pure(1) Pure
DeontologismUtilitarianism
(3) Mixed
Deontologism
(1) Justice-(1) Pleasure
(2) Respect(2) Human
forPerfection
Persons-{3) Knowledge
(3) Honesty-(4) Political
Goodness
(1) Absolute(1) Singularistic
DeontologismUtilitarianism
(2) Prima Facie(2) Pluralistic
DeontologismUtilitarianism
3.2 HYPOTHESES FORMULATION
Based on the four questions stated in the previous
section, several hypotheses may be formulated for
testing.
For Question Qi, considering the opinions of
various scholars described in Section 2.11 that a gap is
likely to appear between codes of ethics and real life
ethical cases, a primary hypothesis can be set:
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Hi: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of ethical issues
found in codes of ethics and in real life ethical
cases.
To further this primary hypothesis, as codes of
ethics are supposed to be set to be applied in different
kinds of unforeseen future events, they should consist
of a great variety of different types of ethical issues.
Hence, a secondary hypothesis may be generated:
Hla: Different types of ethical issues are more evenly
distributed in codes of ethics than in real life
ethical cases.
For Question Q2, as there seems to be not much
literature concerning the problem of journalistic ethics
in Hong Kong, the hypotheses may be formulated by
observation and estimation only. Simply taking the
factor of difference between the culture of foreign
societies and of Hong Kong into account, the primary
hypothesis for Question Q2 is set:
H2: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of ethical issues
found in foreign ethical cases and in local
Hong Kong) cases.
Culturally speaking, the people of Hong Kong
appear to be not so willing to discuss ethical problems
as the people of foreign societies do. Tt is because
ethics is a sensitive topic in the Chinese tradition.
In addition, the comparatively late development of local
journalism education and journalistic professionalization
further lessens the opportunity of discussion of
journalistic ethics in Hong Kong. In the educational
respect, journalistic ethics courses are seldom offered
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in local educational institutions. In the professional
respect, seldom are journalistic ethical problems
publicly discussed in local news media and journalists'
organizations. It follows that many types of ethical
issues discussed in foreign countries may not yet have
been considered in Hong Kong. Thus, a secondary
hypothesis.for Question Q2 may be generated:
H2a: Different types of ethical issues are more evenly
distributed in foreign ethical cases than in local
(Hong Kong) cases.
Considering again the opinions that there is
likely to be a gap between codes of ethics and real life
ethical cases in journalism, five primary hypotheses
can be set for Question Q3:
H3: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic moral
principles found adopted as the foundation of codes
of ethics and that found involved as the foundation
of moral judgments in real life ethical cases.
H3a: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of utilitarian
intrinsic goodness found adopted as the foundation
of codes of ethics and that found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in real life ethical
cases.
H3b: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic utilitarian
principles found adopted as the foundation of codes
of ethics and that found involved as the foundation
of moral judgments in real life ethical cases.
H3c: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of deontological
principles of obligationism found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and that found
involved as the foundation of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases.
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Had: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic
deontological principles found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and that found
involved. as the foundation of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases.
'Faking into account of the allegation that codes
of ethics are formulated to deal with a great variety of
ethical problems, five secondary hypotheses can be
generated:
H3aThe proportion of codes of ethics adopting mixed
deontologism as the foundation is greater than that
of codes adopting pure utilitarianism and pure
deontologism as the foundation.
H3f: Different types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness
are more evenly distributed as the foundation of
codes of ethics than that of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases.
Nag: The proportion of codes of ethics adopting
singularistic utilitarianism as the foundation is
less than that of codes adopting pluralistic
utilitarianism as the foundation.
H3h: Different types of deontological principles of
obl i gationism are more evenly distributed as. the
foundation of codes of ethics than that of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases.
Hai: The proportion-of codes of ethics adopting prima
facie deontologism as the foundation is greater
than that of codes adopting absolute deontologism
as the foundation.
With reference to the perspectives of different
types of moral principles likely -to be involved in
journalistic ethical judgments by various scholars
reviewed in Section 2.4, three more secondary hypotheses
may be generated:
H3j: The proportion of real life ethical cases involving
mixed deontologism as the foundation of moral
judgments is greater than that of cases involving
pure utilitarianism and pure deontologism as the
foundation.
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H3k: The proportion of real life ethical cases involving
singularistic utilitarianism as the foundation of
moral judgments is less than that of cases involving
pluralistic utilitarianism as the foundation.
H31: The. proportion of real life ethical cases involving
prima facie deontologism as the foundation of moral
judgments is greater than that of cases involving
absolute deontologism as the foundation.
Again, owing to the lack of literature concerning
the problem of journalistic ethics in Hong Kong, the
primary hypotheses for Question Q4 can only be formulated
on the ground of cultural difference. There are five
primary hypotheses:
HL.: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic moral
principles found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in foreign ethical cases and in local
Hong Kong) cases.
H4a: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of utilitarian
intrinsic goodness found involved as the foundation
of moral judgments in foreign ethical cases and in
local (Hong Kong) cases.
HLlb: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic utilitarian
principles found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in foreign ethical cases and in local
(Hong Kong) cases.
[lc: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of deontological
principles of obligationism found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical
cases and in local (Hong Kong) cases.
Hod: There is a significant difference between the
distribution of different types of basic
deontological principles found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical
cases and in local (Hong Kong) cases.
Considering again the comparative lack of
discussion of journalistic ethical problems in Hong Kong,
it follows that some types of utilitarian intrinsic
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goodness and deontological principles of obligationism
involved as the foundation of moral judgments in foreign
ethical cases may not have been involved in local ethical
cases. Thus, two secondary hypotheses may be generated:
Hoe: Different types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness
are more evenly distributed as the foundation of
moral judgments in foreign ethical cases than in
local (Hong Kong) cases.
Hof: Different types of deontological principles of
obligationism are more evenly distributed as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical.
cases than in local (Hong Kong) cases.
The twenty-four primary and secondary hypotheses
formulated are rather elementary. However,,-as this
research is an exploratory study, findings are intended
to test preliminary hypotheses, as set forth in the
study, and to lay down some groundwork for future
studies of greater depth.
3.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study is basically a content analysis of
journalistic codes of ethics and real life journalistic
ethical cases, including foreign ethical cases and local
(Hong Kong) cases. The subjects of analysis are the
codes and the cases.
The difficulty of defining the sample populations
for the subjects of analysis makes it difficult to apply
any probability sampling method of data collection.
Instead, different judgmental means of data collection
were adopted for each kind of subjects.
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Firstly, for codes of ethics, it was not necessary
to go through any process of sampling. The total number
of journalistic codes collected, including that adopted
by individual news agencies, national news associations,
and international organizations, is just fifty-six.
They were all adopted as the sample of codes of ethics
for this study (Appendix A).
The second kind of subjects of analysis, real
life ethical cases in journalism, consists of two parts:
foreign ethical cases and local (Hong Kong) cases. The
former came from the cases discussed in four periodicals:
Columbia Journalism Review, The Quill, Time, and
Newsweek. They are the most convenient sources of
foreign journalistic ethical cases available in Hong
Kong. Besides, these four periodicals include not only
ethical cases occurring in the United States, but all
over the world. In order to analyze the more current
cases, it was decided to select all the cases published
in the three-year period from January 1983 to December
1985 as the sample for this study. Whenever there were
any cases duplicated, the most comprehensive and up-dated
version was used. A total of 129 foreign ethical cases
was collected (Appendix B).
The collection of local ethical cases in
journalism appears to be the most difficult. There
seems 'to be no documented information concerning
journalistic ethical cases in Hong Kong. The only
method of data collection is through informant interview.
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A number of experienced journalists were invited for
unstructured in-depth interviews, each of about forty-
five minutes, in February and March 1986. A number of
local journalistic ethical cases in the 1980s were then
obtained.
In order to get rid of the cultural effect brought
about by informants of different nationalities, only
Chinese journalists were interviewed. It was so designed
because Hong Kong is basically a Chinese society, and
the Chinese constitute over ninety-eight percent of the
population. The criterion of being selected as an
informant is the number of years working in the field
of journalism. All the journalists interviewed have
been working in the field for at least seven years,
which is quite long for the profession of journalism in
Hong Kong. Among them, sixty-five percent have been in
the field for more than ten years, and eighteen percent
for even more than thirty years. Less than twenty-four
percent of them have working experience in fields other
than journalism, and only five percent have more than
ten years' outside-journalism experience. Male
journalists constitute ninety percent of the total number
of informants. This is reasonable compared with the sex
proportion of the whole population of experienced
journalists in Hong Kong. Sixty percent of the
informants are of age under forty. Eighty-six percent
have pursued university or college education, and
thirteen percent have studied in graduate schools.
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Among this group of journalists with university, college,
or post-graduate educational background, sixty-five
percent of.them have taken journalism or communication
as their major or minor studies. All of the informants
are holding high positions in journalistic agencies,
such as senior reporters, chief reporters, news editors,
managing editors, and even chief editors. Forty percent
of them have held their senior posts for more than ten
years. Over sixty-five percent of them earn a monthly
salary of more than ten thousand Hong Kong dollars,
which is remarkably high in the field of journalism in
Hong Kong. This indicates that their status is
relatively high in the profession. All of them have
been in Hong Kong for more than ten years, mostly since
birth. Only five percent have been abroad for more than
ten years.
After all, fifty-four usable local ethical cases
were collected for analysis from forty informants
(Appendix C).
After the raw data had been collected, they were
coded into the categories of different types of
journalistic ethical issues at the level of descriptive
ethics, and of moral principles at the level of
normative ethics.
At the level of descriptive ethics, the ten
categories of different types of ethical issues
developed in Section 2.2 were applied. They are
repeated down below:
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(1) Conflicts of Interest
(2) Commercial Influence
(3) Political Influence
(4) Acceptance of Gifts
(5) Inaccuracy of Reporting
(6) Improper Means of Gathering News
(7) Invasion of Privacy and Rights
(8) Disclosure of Confidential Sources
(9) Failure of Impartial and Comprehensive Presentation
(10) Di srPpa_rr3 for DP ncv
Each code of ethics or real life ethical case was
coded into the above ten categories. However, multiple
coding was allowed, as a code of ethics or an ethical
case might be coded into more than one category.
At the level of normative ethics, codes of ethics
and ethical cases were coded into the categories of
different types of moral principles developed in
Section 2.33, which are restated as follows:
(I} Types of Basic Moral Principles
(1) Pure Utilitarianism
(2) Pure Deontologism
(3) Mixed Deontologism
(II) Sub-categories under Utilitarianism
(A) Types of Intrinsic Goodness
(1) Pleasure
(2) Human Perfection
(3) Knowledge
(4) Political Goodness
(B) Types of Basic Utilitarianism
(1) Singularistic Utilitarianism
(2) Pluralistic Utilitarianism
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(III) Sub-categories under Deontologism
(A) Types of Principles of Deontologism
(1) Justice
(2) Respect for Persons
(3) Honesty
(B) Types of Basic Deontologism
(1) Absolute Deontologism
(2) Prima Facie Deontologism
At this level, the process of coding was more
complicated. Firstly, each code of ethics or ethical
case was coded into the three categories under types
of basic moral principles. Here, multiple coding was
not permitted, as the three categories are mutually
exclusive. If the code of ethics or ethical case was
coded into the category of pure utilitarianism, then
it would be further coded into the four sub-categories
under types of intrinsic goodness. This time, multiple
coding was allowed, and if it was multiply coded, it
would again be further coded into the sub-category of
pluralistic utilitarianism under types of basic
utilitarianism, otherwise it would be coded into
singularistic utilitarianism. On the contrary, if the
code of ethics or ethical case was coded into the
category of pure deontologism, then it would be further
coded into the three categories under types of
principles of obligationism. Again, here, multiple
coding was allowed, and if it was multiply coded, it
would also be coded into the sub-category of prima facie
ceontologism under types of basic deontologism,
otherwise it would be coded into absolute deontologism.
Lastly, if the code of ethics or ethical case was coded
into the category of mixed deontologism, then it would
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be further coded into both the sub-categories under
utilitarianism as well as those under deontologism, in
the same procedure.
As the codes of ethics collected for this study
are those adopted in foreign countries,' they were only
compared with the foreign ethical cases for analysis of
Questions Q1 and Q3 while the local ethical cases were
compared with the foreign ethical cases for analysis of
Questions Q2 and Q4. Chi-square test was used to
determine whether the primary hypotheses H1, H2, H3,
H3a, H3b, H3c, Had, H4, H4a, H4b, H4c, and Hod would be
accepted or rejected. The secondary hypotheses H1a,
H2a, H3e, H3f, Hag, H3h, H3i, H3j, H3k, H31, Hoe, and
Hof, however, were verified through comparison of
percentage and standard deviation values.
3. 1 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
The scope of this study is limited. Firstly,
as indicated by the title, this study is an analysis
of codes of ethics and real life ethical cases in
journalism. The subjects of analysis are codes of ethics
and ethical cases, not people. Although interview was
adopted as one of the techniques of collecting data,
There is only one journalistic code of ethics in
Hong Kong, developed by the Hong Kong Journalists
Association. It was not included in the sample of
codes of ethics for this quantitative analysis as
it is not comparable to the relatively large sample
size of local ethical cases.
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the interviewees were treated as informants only. They
provided detailed information of local ethical cases for
analysis. The study of people concerning journalistic
ethics may be recommended as a topic for further
research, adopting-the findings of this study as
groundwork.
Secondly, as stated in Section 3.1, two levels of
analysis, descriptive ethics and normative ethics,
constitute the framework of this study. The level of
meta-ethics, which deals with pure philosophical analysis
of meaning and nature of ethical expressions and value
judgments, is not examined, as this research is basically
a study of applied moral philosophy.
Thirdly, this study is only concerned with
journalistic ethics in libertarian societies. It does
not deal with the problem of journalistic ethics in
authoritarian societies for two main reasons. In the
theoretical respect, the theories, definitions, purposes,
ownership, operation, development, and other basic
assumptions concerning the news media, press freedom,
and journalistic ethics in authoritarian societies are
completely different, in fact contradictory to those in
libertarian societies (Siebert, 19638.: 9-37 Schramm,
1963: 105-146 Jones, 1980: 33-34 Ma, 1983: 22-25).
Thus, it demands a completely different approach for any
systematic study or comparison. In the technical
respect, it is quite difficult to obtain sufficient
data for a similar study of journalistic ethics in
authoritarian societies.
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Lastly, the problems of law and religion are not
included in the scope of this study. There may be
relationships between law, religion, and ethics, but
they are not of the same nature, and therefore should
be dealt with separately.
The chief methodological limitations of this study
are concerned with the means of data collection.
Firstly, among the fifty-six journalistic codes of ethics
collected, half of them are the ones adopted by news
agencies and associations in the United States. On the
other hand, about two-thirds of the 129 foreign ethical
cases collected are the ones that occurred in the United
States. However, they are the only raw materials that
could be reached by this author. Nevertheless, as this
limitation appears in both kinds of subjects, the
possibility of a comparative analysis should not be too
small. The only effect is that the results of analysis
may be to a certain extent Americanized.
Secondly, all the information concerning local
ethical cases was- obtained 'through informant interviews.
This means of data collection suffers from several
limitations. Firstly, there may be the problem of
representativeness of the informants and the data
collected. However, refering to the demographic
background of the informants described in the previous
section, it seems that this problem is not too serious
in this study. Secondly, there is the problem of
comprehensiveness of the data obtained. Many cases
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supplied by the informants were incomplete with details.
This is the reason why only fifty-four local ethical
cases could be used for analysis. These fifty-four cases
are the most comprehensive ones among those collected,
but are still not as comprehensive as the foreign cases.
Thirdly, there is the problem of validity. The
credibility of the informants is difficult to be
verified. However, this problem may be less serious in
this study as more than two-thirds of the local cases
adopted for analysis were mentioned by two or more
informants. In fact, journalistic ethics is a very
sensitive topic to the journalists in Hong Kong.' In
order to obtain necessary data for analysis, this author
had to promise the journalists who were willing to be
informants not to identify the sources of information
and the names of the persons and units involved in the
ethical cases, and to allow their identities not'
recognizable by the readers.
Another limitation of this study is concerned
with the coding process. Owing to the time limitation
and the complexity of the coding process, it was not
convenient to train other coders for this study, and
this author became the only one. Hence, there is no way
to check the inter-coder reliability. For remedy, the
intra-coder reliability was examined instead. One-third
1 This author was advised to change the topic of study
by several journalists.
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of the sample of each group of subjects, that is,
nineteen codes of ethics, forty-three foreign ethical
cases, and eighteen local ethical cases, were drawn
randomly and recoded. The agreement between the coding
results of the two-times exceeded eighty percent.
However, there may still be biases owing to the memory
and the personal pattern of judgments of the coder.
After all, it is hoped that this study will one
day be replicated with a wider variety of information
sources and greater manpower.
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Chapter Four
FINDINGS
1.1 ETHICAL ISSUES IN CODES AND CASES
Hypothesis H1 predicts that there is a
significant difference in terms of the distribution
of different types of journalistic ethical issues
between codes of ethics and real life ethical cases.
Table 1 shows the distribution of different types
of ethical issues found in codes of ethics and in
real life ethical cases. The chi-square value
comparing the distribution of frequencies of different
types of ethical issues in the two kinds of subjects
is 69.574, showing a statistically significant
difference between them at p=0.05 level. Thus,
Hypothesis H1 is accepted.
Looking into the difference of distribution of
different types of ethical issues between the two kinds
of subjects, it is discovered that journalistic codes
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Table 1: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ETHICAL
ISSUES IN CODES OF ETHICS AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Ethical Codes of Real Life
Issues Ethics Ethical Cases
Frequency 9 Rank Frequency % Rank
410.625(1) 1734 5.105 7
26 8.125(2) 46 13.8147.5 2. 5
29(3) 46 13-814 2.59.062 5
27 8.437 6(Li.) 8 2.402 9.5
15.938(5) 1 42 12. 61351 4
21 6.562 10(6) 19 65-.'706
26 8.125(7) 247.5 7.207 5
24 8 2.402(8) 7.5 9 9.5
47 111.688 2 110(9) 133.033
10-938 13 8(10) 35 3 3.904
Total 100 10032C 333
Key to Ethical Issues
(1) Conflicts of Interest
(2) Commercial Influence
(3) Political Influence
(4) Acceptance of Gifts
(5) Inaccuracy of Reporting
(6) Improper Means of Gathering News
(7) Invasion of Privacy and Rights
(8) Disclosure of Confidential Sources
(9) Failure of Impartial and Comprehensive Presentation
(10) Disregard for Decency
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of ethics pay the most attention to two types of ethical
issues. inaccuracy of reporting and failure of
impartial and. comprehensive presentation, followed by
disregard for decency and conflicts of interest, and
the least attention to improper means of gathering
news.ft On the other hand, the most frequent type of
ethical issues found in real life ethical cases is
failure of impartial and comprehensive presentation.
of which the frequency is remarkably higher than that
of the three types of issues following, commercial
influence, 1' itpolitical influence, and inaccuracy of
reporting. The least frequent types of ethical issues
in real life ethical cases are acceptance of gifts and
disclosure of confidential sources. The low frequency
of disclosure of confidential sources is the only
similarity shared by the two kinds of subjects.
Hypothesis H1a suggests that different types of
ethical issues are more evenly distributed in codes of
ethics than in real life ethical cases. This can be
checked by comparing the standard deviation values of
the distribution of frequency percentages of different
types of ethical issues in the two kinds of subjects.
The standard deviation value of the distribution is
2.948 in codes of ethics and 8.771 in real life ethical
cases. As the former is much lower than the latter,
Hypothesis Hla is accepted.
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4.2 ETHICAL ISSUES IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL CASES
Hypothesis H2 posits that there is a
significant difference between the distribution
of different types of ethical issues found in
foreign ethical cases and in local (Hong Kong) cases.
Table 2 shows the distribution of different types
of ethical issues found in foreign and local cases.
The chi-square value comparing the distribution
of frequencies of different types of ethical issues
in the two kinds of cases is 11. 473, showing that
the difference between them is not statistically
significant at p=0.05 level. Thus, Hypothesis H2
is rejected.
The most frequent type of journalistic
ethical issues found in both foreign and local
ethical cases is failure of impartial and
comprehensive presentation, of which the frequency
is substantially higher than that of all the other
types of issues. The lowest frequency of the type
of ethical issues of acceptance of gifts is also
indicated in both foreign and local cases. Although
the distribution of different types of ethical issues
is on the whole similar in the two kinds of cases,
some minor differences are noted. The frequency
percentages of the two types of ethical issues, conflicts
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Table 2: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ETHICAL
ISSUES IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
Ethical Foreign Local
Issues Ethical Cases Ethical Cases
Frequency % Rank Frequency Rank9
17 2 1.695(1) 75.105 9.5
46 2.513-814 13 11.017(2) 3.5
13-81446 2.5 12 10.17(3) 5
1.6958 22.402(Lj.) 9.5 9. 5
442 14 11.864 212.613(5)
8.4756 1019 7(6) 5.706
13 11.01724 3.57.207 5(7)
88 2.402 2. 54239.5(8)
11110 38 32.20333.033(9)
68 1113 9.3223.904(10)
118 100100Total 333
Key to Ethical Issues
(1) Conflicts of Interest
(2) Commercial Influence
(3) Political Influence
(/) Acceptance of Gifts
(5) Inaccuracy of Reporting
(6) Improper Means of Gathering News
(7) Invasion of Privacy and Rights
(8) Disclosure of Confidential Sources
(9) Failure of Impartial and Comprehensive Presentation
(10) Disregard for Decency
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of interest and political influence, are comparatively
higher in foreign ethical cases.. while that of another
two types of issues, invasion of privacy and rights
and disregard for decency, are relatively higher in
local ethical cases.
Hypothesis H2a states that different types of
ethical issues are more evenly distributed in foreign
ethical cases than in local (Hong Kong) cases. However,
as the primary hypothesis H2 is rejected, there should
be no significant difference between the distribution
of different types of ethical issues found in foreign
and local ethical cases. This implies that there should
also be no significant difference between the two kinds
of ethical cases in terms of the evenness of distribution
of different types of ethical issues. Hypothesis H2a
is thus rejected.
4.3 MORAL PRINCIPLES IN CODES AND CASES
Hypothesis H3 predicts that there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
of basic moral principles found adopted as the foundation
of journalistic codes of ethics and that found involved
as the foundation of moral judgments in real life ethical
cases. Table 3 shows the distribution of different
types of basic moral principles found in codes of ethics
and'in real life ethical cases. Neglecting the type of
pure utilitarianism, as its frequency is zero in both
codes of ethics and real life ethical cases, the chi-
square value comparing the distribution of frequencies
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Table 3: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BASIC MORAL PRINCIPLES IN CODES OF ETHICS
AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Moral Codes of Real Life
Ethical CasesPrinciples Ethics
0/- RankRank Frequenc,Frequenc', 9/0
Pure
0 000Utilitarianism 3 3
vure
16 12.403 228,571 216Deontologism
Mixed
40 111371. 429 1Deontologism 87. 597
1/9 100100Total 56
of the other two types of basic moral principles in the
two kinds of subjects is 7.136, showing a statistically
significant difference between them at p=0.05 level.
Hypothesis H3 is accepted.
Although the distribution is found to be
significantly different, the same ranking pattern of
the three types of basic moral principles appears in
both kinds of subjects. Mixed deontologism is found
most frequently as the foundation of codes of ethics as
well as of moral judgments in real life ethical cases.
The difference is that the frequency percentage is
greater in the latter. On the other hand, pure
utilitarianism is never found in both of them. This
implies that deontolog.ical principles are involved. in
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Table 4: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
UTILITARIAN INTRINSIC GOODNESS IN CODES OF ETHICS
AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Codes of Real LifeIntrinsic
Ethics Ethical CasesGoodness
% Rank Frequenc T%Frequency Rank
4 it2.632 0 02Pleasure
Human
1 16.25627Perfection 35.526 33 3
30. 263 109 123Knowledge 3 53.695
Political
612 224Goodness 30.04931.579
Total 100 203 10076
each code of ethics or real life ethical case, as the
components of either pure deontologism or mixed
deontologism. Utilitarian principles, however, are
only involved in the two kinds of subjects together
with the deontological principles as the components of
mixed deontologism.
Hypothesis H3a suggests that there is a
significant difference between the distribution of
different types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness found
adopted as the foundation of codes of ethics and that
found involved as the foundation of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases. Table 4 shows the distribution
of different types of intrinsic goodness found in codes
of ethics and in real life ethical cases. Neglecting
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the intrinsic goodness of pleasure, as its frequency
is too small for testing in both codes of ethics
and real life ethical cases, the chi-square value
comparing the distribution of frequencies of the
other three types of intrinsic goodness in the two
kinds of subjects is 16.167, indicating a significant
difference between them at p=0.05 level. Hypothesis
H3a is thus accepted.
In fact, the difference is very obvious.
Human perfection is the most frequent type of
intrinsic goodness found in codes of ethics, but its
frequency is just slightly higher than that of
political goodness and knowledge. This means that
they are almost equally emphasized in codes of ethics.
On the other hand, the frequency of knowledge is
substantially higher than that of the other three
types of intrinsic goodness in real life ethical
cases. Here, the frequency of human perfection is
the lowest, if the zero-frequency of pleasure is
excluded. The similarity shared by the two kinds
of subjects is the very low frequency of pleasure
and the moderate frequency percentage of political
goodness.
Hypothesis H3b posits that there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
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Table 5: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BASIC UTILITARIAN PRINCIPLES IN CODES OF ETHICS
AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Utilitarian Codes of Real Life
Principles Ethical CasesEthics
%Frequency Rank Frequency % Rank
Singularistic
Utilitarianism 15, 2 230. 97337. 5 35
Pluralistic
69. 027 1Utilitarianism 25 1 7862. 5
40 113 100100Total
of basic utilitarian principles found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and that found involved
as the foundation of moral judgments in real life ethical
cases. Table 5 shows the distribution of different
types of basic utilitarian principles found in codes of
ethics and in real life ethical cases. The chi-square
value comparing the distribution of frequencies of the
two types of utilitarian principles in'the two kinds of
subjects is 0.572, meaning that the difference between
the two is not significant at p=0.05 level. Hence,
Hypothesis H3b is rejected. The frequency of pluralistic
utilitarianism is higher than that of singularistic
utilitarianism in both codes of ethics and real life
ethical cases.
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Table 6: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF OBLIGATIONISM
IN CODES OF ETHICS AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Principles of Codes of Real Life
Obligationism Ethics Ethical Cases
Frequency % Ran k Frequency % Rank
48.82 122Justice 154 34.615
Respect for
47 2Persons 30. 128 763 30.4
35. 257 1 20.8Honesty 52 355
100 250 100156Total
Hypothesis H3c states that there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
of deontological principles of obligationism found
adopted as the foundation of codes of ethics and that
found involved as the foundation of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases. Table 6 shows the distribution
of different types of principles of obligationism found
in codes of ethics and in real life ethical cases. The
chi-square value comparing the distribution of
frequencies of the three types of principles of
obligationism in the two kinds of subjects is 12.079,
showing a significant difference between the two at
p=0.05 levvvel. Hypothesis H3c is accepted.
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The difference is indeed very clear. Honesty is
the most frequent type of principles of obligationism
found in codes of ethics, but is the least frequent type
found in real life ethical cases, in which its frequency
is rather low. Justice is found almost equally frequent
as honesty in codes of ethics, and is the most frequent
type of principles of obligationism in real life ethical
cases. in which the frequency is remarkably high.
Respect for persons, though the least frequent type of
principles of obligationism in codes of ethics, yet its
frequency percentage is not far below the other two
types of principles. This implies that the three types
of principles of obligationism are almost equally
stressed in codes of ethics. On the other hand, though
respect for persons occupies the second place in real
life ethical cases, its frequency percentage is
substantially lower than that of justice.
Hypothesis H3d states that there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
of basic deontological principles found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and that found involved
as the foundation of moral judgments in real life ethical
cases. Table 7 shows the distribution of different
types of basic deontological principles found in codes
of ethics and in real life ethical cases. The chi-square
value comparing the distribution of frequencies of the
two types of basic deontological principles in the two
kinds of subjects is 18.646, indicating a significant
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Table 7: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BASIC DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES IN CODES OF ETHICS
AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Deontological Codes of Real Life
Principles Ethics Ethical Cases
Frequenc3 % Rank Frequency % Rank
Absolute
2Deontologism 1 1.786 3 0.23-30
Prima r acie
Deontologism 98. 2141. 1 155 90 9. 767
Total 56 1 00 129 100
difference between them at p-0.05 level. Hypothesis Had
is thus accepted. Although the frequency of prima facie
deontologism is higher than that of absolute deontologism
in both kinds of subjects, the former is extraordinarily
high and'the latter is almost zero in codes of ethics.
Hypothesis Hie predicts that the proportion of
codes of ethics adopting mixed deontologism as the
foundation is greater than that of codes adopting pure
utilitarianism and pure deontologismn as the foundation.
It is obviously the situation shown in Table 3. Hence,
Hypothesis Hie is accepted.
Hypothesis H3f suggests that different types of
utilitarian intrinsic goodness are more evenly
distributed as the foundation of codes of ethics than
that of moral judgments in real life ethical cases.
2
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The standard deviation value of the distribution of
frequency percentages of the four types of intrinsic
goodness shown in Table 4 is 13.059 in codes of ethics
and 19.687 in real life ethical cases. Since the former
is lower than the latter, Hypothesis H3f is accepted.
In fact, if the low frequency of pleasure is neglected,
the other three types of intrinsic goodness are much
more evenly distributed in codes of ethics.
Hypothesis Hag predicts that the proportion of
codes of ethics adopting singularistic utilitarianism
as the foundation is less than that of codes adopting
pluralistic utilitarianism as the foundation. The
situation is clearly shown in Table 5, and therefore
Hypothesis Hag is accepted.
Hypothesis H3h states that different types of
deontological principles of obligationism are more evenly
distributed as the foundation of codes of ethics than
that of moral judgments in real life ethical cases.
The standard deviation value of the distribution of
frequency percentages of the three types of principles
of obligationism shown in Table 6 is 2.282 in codes of
ethics and 11.618 in real life ethical cases. The former
is much lower than the latter. Hypothesis H3h is thus
accepted.
Hypothesis Hai predicts that the proportion of
codes of ethics adopting prima facie deontologism as
the foundation is greater than that of codes adopting
absolute deontologism as the foundation. The situation
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is shown in Table 7. The frequency of prima face
deontologism is overwhelmingly higher than that of
absolute deontologism in codes of ethics. Hence,
Hypothesis Hai is accepted.
Hypothesis H3j predicts that the proportion of
real life ethical cases involving mixed deontologism as
the foundation of moral judgments is greater than that
of cases involving pure utilitarianism and pure
deontologism as the foundation. The situation is
obviously shown in Table 3. The frequency of mixed
deontologism is remarkably higher than that of the other
two types of basic moral principle's in real life ethical
cases. Hypothesis H3j is therefore accepted.
Hypothesis H3k suggests that the proportion of
real life ethical cases .involving singularistic
utilitarianism as the foundation of moral judgments is
less than that of cases involving pluralistic
utilitarianism as the foundation. Ref ering to the
situation shown in Table 5. Hypothesis H3k is accepted.
Hypothesis H31 posits that the proportion of real
life ethical cases involving prima facie deontologism
as the foundation of moral judgments is greater than
that of cases involving absolute deontologism as the
foundation. It is the situation shown in Table 7, and
Hypothesis H31 is accepted.
In addition, a great difference between codes of
ethics and real life ethical cases can be observed by
combining the information in Table 4 and Table 6, which
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Table 8: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
UTILITARIAN INTRINSIC GOODNESS AND
DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF OBLIGATIONIS1
IN CODES OF ETHICS AND IN REAL LIFE ETHICAL CASES
Intrinsic
Real LifeCodes ofGoodness/
Ethical CasesEthicsPrinciples of
Ohlipatinis
% RankRank FrequencyFrequenc %
0 00.8022 7Pleasure 7
Human
4 611.63827 7.285Perfection 33
22L.062109623Knowledge 9.914
Political
13.466 46110-34524 5Goodness
1122223.276 26.931Justice 54
Respect for
16.777Parsos 20. 25847 3763
511.479123.707 5Hones ty 5255
453 100100232Total
is shown in Table 8. The three types of deontological
principles of obligationism is ranked remarkably higher
than the four types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness
as the foundation of codes of ethics. However, this is
not the situation in real life ethical cases. Although
the deontological principle of justice is most frequently
involved as the foundation of moral judgments in real
life ethical cases, it is immediately followed by the
intrinsic goodness of knowledge, of which the frequency
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is substantially higher than that of the other two types
of deontological principles, respect for persons and
honesty. Also, the frequency of the utilitarian
principle of political goodness is higher than that of
the deontological principle of honesty. Hence, the two
types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness, knowledge and
political goodness, are not so slighted in real life
ethical cases as in codes of ethics.
4.4 MORAL PRINCIPLES IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL CASES
Hypothesis HL predicts that there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
of basic moral principles found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical cases
and in local (Hong Kong) cases. Table 9 shows the
distribution of different types of basic moral principles
found in foreign and local ethical cases. Neglecting
the type of pure utilitarianism, as its frequency is
zero in both foreign and local cases, the chi-square
value comparing the distribution of frequencies of the
other two types of basic moral principles in the two
kinds of cases is 0.011, showing that there is no
significant difference between them at p=0.05 level.
Hypothesis HL is rejected. In fact, the distribution
looks very similar in. the two kinds of cases, with the
frequency of mixed deontologism much higher than that
of pure deontologism. Pure utilitarianism is never
found in both kinds of cases. This means that
deontological principles are involved in each ethical
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Table 9: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF BASIC MORAL
PRTNCIPLES IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
LocalForeignMoral
Ethical CasesEthical CasesPrinciples
%
% RankRank Frequency%Frequency
Pure
0 01Tti11tarianism 00 33
Pure
212.96312. 403 216 7Deontologism
Mixed
87.597 187.037471113Deontologism
100129 100 54Total
case, as the components of either pure deontologism or
mixed deontologism. Utilitarian principles, however,
are only involved in the two kinds of cases together
with the deontological principles as the components of
mixed deontologism.
Hypothesis HLa states that'there is a significant
difference between the distribution of different types
of utilitarian intrinsic goodness found involved as the
foundation of moral Judgments in foreign ethical cases
and in local (Hong Kong) cases. Table 10 shows the
distribution of different types of intrinsic goodness
found in foreign and local ethical cases. Neglecting
the intrinsic goodness of pleasure, as its frequency is
zero in both foreign and local cases, the chi-square
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Table 10: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF UTILITARIAN
INTRINSIC GOODNESS IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
LocalForeignIntrinsic
Ethical CasesEthical CasesGoodness
% RankRank Frequency%rrequency
404 000Pleasure
Human
1116. 256 6. 349 33Perfection 33
47 74.60 11109Knowledge 53.695
Political
219.04812261Goodness 30.049
10063100203Total
value comparing the distribution of frequencies of the
other three types of intrinsic goodness in the two kinds
of cases is 9.096, showing a statistically significant
difference at p=0.05 level. Thus, Hypothesis H4a is
accepted.
Although the distribution is proved to be
significantly different, the same ranking pattern of
frequencies of the four types of intrinsic goodness is
observed in both kinds of ethical cases. Knowledge is
the most frequent type of intrinsic goodness in both
foreign and local cases, but with the frequency
percentage higher in the latter. The frequency of
political goodness is higher than that of human
perfection in the two kinds of cases. However the
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Table 11: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF BASIC
UTILITARIAN PRINCIPLES IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
LocalForeignUtilitarian
Ethical CasesEthical CasesPrinciples
RankRank Frequency0Frequency
Singularistic
168.085C322Utilitarianism 30.97335
Pluralistic
215L09.027 31.915Utilitarianism 78
47 100100113Total
frequency percentages of these two types of intrinsic
goodness are higher in foreign ethical cases. Pleasure
is never found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in both.
Hypothesis Hob posits that there is a significant
difference between the distibution of different types
of basic utilitarian principles found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in foreign ethical cases
and in local (Hong Kong) cases. Table 11 shows the
distribution of different types of basic utilitarian
principles found in foreign and local ethical cases.
The chi-square value comparing the distribution of
frequencies of the two types of basic utilitarian
principles in the two kinds of cases is 18.783, showing
a significant difference between them at p=0.05 level.
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Table 12: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF OBLIGATIONISM
IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
LocalForeignPrinciples of
Ethical CasesEthical CasesObligationism
0/ 0 RankRani FrequencyFrequency hi
44 46.809 1148. 8122justice
Respect for
Dor0nno 229.78728276 30.4
23-4042220.8 33Honesty
100100250 94Total
Hypothesis Hob is thus accepted. The difference is
indeed very obvious. The frequency of singularistic
utilitarianism is lower than that of pluralistic
utilitarianism in foreign ethical cases, but vice versa
in local cases.
Hypothesis HLlc suggests that there is a
significant difference between the distribution of
different types of deontological principles of
obligationism found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in foreign ethical cases and in local
(Hong Kong) cases. Table 12 shows the distribution of
different types of principles of obligationism found in
foreign and local ethical cases. The chi-square value
comparing the distribution of frequencies of the three
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Table 13: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BASIC DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES IN
FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
Deontological Foreign Local
Principles Ethical Cases Ethical Cases
r-, 0/3 0v requenc Rank Frequency Rank
Absolute
Deontologism 2 2439 114. 44130.233 2
Prima Facie
I90Deontologism 69.767 1 130 55.556
Total 129 L00 10054
types of principles of obligationism in the two kinds
of cases is 0.28, indicating that there is no significant
difference between them at p=0.05 level. Hypothesis Hoc
is rejected. In fact, the distribution looks very
similar in the two kinds of cases, with the frequency
of justice the highest, followed by that of respect for
persons, and then by that of honesty.
Hypothesis Hod proposes that there is a
significant difference between the distribution of
different types of basic deontological principles found
involved as the foundation of moral judgments in foreign
ethical cases and in local (Hong Kong) cases. Table 13
shows the distribution of different types of basic
deontological principles found in foreign and local
ethical cases. The chi-square value comparing the
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distribution of frequencies of the two types of basic
deontological principles in the two kinds of cases is
3.406, showing that the difference between the two is
not statistically significant at p=0.05 level. Hence,
Hypothesis Hod is rejected. The frequency of prima
facie deontologism is higher than that of absolute
deontologism in both foreign and local cases.
Hypothesis H4e states that different types of
utilitarian intrinsic goodness are more evenly
distributed as the foundation of moral judgments in
foreign ethical cases than in local (Hong Kong) cases.
The standard deviation value of the distribution of
frequency percentages of the four types of intrinsic
goodness shown in Table 10 is 19.687 in foreign ethical
cases and 29.448 in local ethical cases. As the former
is lower than the latter, Hypothesis Hoe is accepted.
Hypothesis Hof predicts that different types of
deontological principles of obligationism are more
evenly distributed as the foundation of moral judgments
in foreign ethical cases than in local (Hong Kong)
cases. However, as the primary hypothesis H1Lc is
rejected, there should be no significant difference
between the distribution of different types of
deontological principles of obligationism found involved
as the foundation of moral judgments in foreign and
local ethical cases. It follows that there should also
be no significant difference between the two kinds of
cases in terms of the evenness of distribution of
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Table 14+: DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF UTILITARIAN
INTRINSIC GOODNESS AND DEONTOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF
OBLIGATIONISM IN FOREIGN AND LOCAL ETHICAL CASES
Intrinsic
LocalGoodness/ Foreign
Ethical CasesPrinciples of Ethical Cases
Obligationism
% RankRank FrequencyFrequency %
000 0Pleasure 77
Human
64 2.5486Perfection 7.28533
47 129.9362109 24.o62Knowledge
Political
4 7. 6431213. /i6661 5Goodness
228.02644Justice. 126.931122
Respect for
28 17.83416.777 3Persons 376
414.0132211. 479Honesty 552
157 100453 100Total
different types of principles of obligationism. Thus,
Hypothesis H4f is rejected.
Lastly, a difference between the two kinds of
ethical cases may be observed by combining the
information in Table 10 and Table 12, which is presented
in Table 14. The frequency of the deontol.ogical
principle of justice .is higher than that of the intrinsic
goodness of knowledge, and that of the utilitarian
political goodness is higher than that of the principle
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of honesty in foreign ethical cases. However, the
situation is completely reversed in local cases.
Table 15: SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF ANALYSTS
Hypothesis Result
Hi: There is a significant difference Accepted
between the distribution of different
types of ethical issues found in codes
of ethics and in real life ethical
cases.
Hla: Different types of ethical issues are Accepted
more evenly distributed in codes of
ethics than in real life ethical cases.
H2: There is a significant difference Rejected
between the distribution of different
types of ethical issues -found in
foreign ethical cases and in local
(Hong Kong) cases.
H2 a: Different types of ethical issues are Rejected
more evenly distributed in foreign
ethical cases than in local
(Hong Kong) cases.'
H3: There is a significant difference Accepted
between the distribution of different
types of basic moral principles found
adopted as the foundation of codes of
ethics and that found involved as
the foundation of moral judgments
in real life ethical cases.
H3a: There is a significant difference Accepted
between the distribution of different
types of utilitarian intrinsic
goodness found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and
that found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in
real life ethical cases.
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Hypothesis Result
H3b: There is a significant difference Rejected
between the distribution of different
types of basic utilitarian principles
found adopted as the foundation of
codes of ethics and that found
involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases.
H3c: There is a significant difference Accepted
between the distribution of different
types of deontological principles of
obligationism found adopted as the
foundation of codes of ethics and that
found involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases.
H 3d: There is a significant difference Accepted
between the distribution of different
types of basic deontological principles
found adopted as the foundation of
codes of ethics and that found involved
as the foundation of moral judgments
in real life ethical cases.
AcceptedHie: The proportion of codes of ethics
adopting mixed deontologism as the
foundation is greater than that of
codes adopting pure utilitarianism
and pure deontologism as the
foundation.
AcceptedH3f: Different types of utilitarian
.intrinsic goodness are more evenly
distributed as the foundation of
codes of ethics than that of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases.
Hag: The proportion of codes of ethics Accepted
adopting singularistic utilitarianism
as the foundation is less than that
of codes adopting pluralistic
utilitarianism as the foundation.
AcceptedH3h: Different types of deontological
principles of obligationism are more
evenly distributed as the foundation
of codes of ethics than that of moral
judgments in real life ethical cases.
AcceptedHai: The proportion of codes of ethics
adopting prima facie deontoiogism
as the foundation is greater than
that of codes adopting absolute
deontologism as the foundation.
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ResultHypothesis
H3j: The proportion of real life ethical Accepted
cases involving mixed deontologism
as the foundation of moral judgments
is greater than that of cases
involving pure utilitarianism and
pure deontologism as the foundation.
H3k: The proportion of real life ethical Accepted
cases involving singularistic
utilitarianism as the foundation of
moral judgments is less than that
of cases involving pluralistic
utilitarianism as the foundation.
H31: The proportion of real life ethical Accepted
cases involving prima facie
deontologism as the foundation of
moral judgments is greater than that
of cases involving absolute
cleontologism as the foundation.
RejectedHL: There is a significant difference
between the distribution of different
types of basic moral principles found
involved as the foundation of moral
judgments in foreign ethical cases
and in local (Hong Kong) cases.
AcceptedH4 a: There is a significant difference
between the distribution of different
types of utilitarian intrinsic
goodness found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in
foreign ethical cases and
AcceptedH1.b: There is a significant difference
between the distribution of different
types of basic utilitarian principles
found involved as the foundation of
moral judgments in foreign ethical
cases and in local (Hong Kong) cases.
Reject-elHoc: There is a significant difference
between the distribution of different
types of deontological principles of
obligationism found involved as the
foundation of moral judgments in
foreign ethical cases and in
local (Hong Kong) cases.
in local (Hong Kong) cases.
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Hypothesis Result
Hid: There is a significant difference Rejected
between the distribution of different
types of basic deontological principles
found involved as the foundation of
moral judgments in foreign ethical
cases and in local (Hong Kong cases.
Hoe: Different types of utilitarian Accepted
intrinsic goodness are more evenly
distributed as the foundation of
moral judgments in foreign ethical
cases than in local (Hong Kong) cases.
Hof: Different types of deontological Rejected
Principles of obligationism are
more evenly distributed as the
foundation of moral judgments in
foreign ethical cases than in
local (Hong Kong) cases.
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Chapter Five
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 CODES AND CASES
At the level of descriptive ethics. a
significant difference is concluded to exist between
journalistic codes of ethics and real life ethical
cases. Although the even distribution of different
types of ethical issues in codes of ethics makes the
codes look applicable to a great variety of ethical
problems, the difference between the distribution found
in codes of ethics and in real life ethical cases seems
to be relevant regarding the complaints of codes of
ethics being not workable on those ethical problems
which need the guidance most.
While the qualitative shortcomings of journalistic
codes of ethics, such as vagueness, overgeneralization,
awkwardness, and built-in contradictions, have been
pinpointed by various scholars (Seib, 1977: 26-29
Merrill, 1981-82: 12-15), this study attempts to identify
the inadequacy of the codes from the quantitative
perspective. For instance, two types of ethical issues
which are frequently found in real life ethical cases
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are relatively slighted in codes of ethics. They are
commercial influence and political influence. The
comparatively high frequencies of these two types of
ethical issues in real life ethical cases may be related
to the current development of journalism and the society.
Firstly, the role played by the business sector becomes
increasingly important in the modern society. Commercial
enterprises may try to control the presentation of news
stories concerned through different means such as buying
advertising space or even purchasing the news media, and
the news media are by all means easily influenced by
them. On the other hand, as more news media are run by
business conglomerates, the stress of profit orientation
makes the journalists and the media management care more
about circulation, ratings, and advertising revenue.
Media owners, who are businessmen by nature, are tempted
to interfere in the operation of the news media in order
to ensure that they work for profits, and the journalists
have to bear this ownership pressure. Thus, commerical
influence will continue to be an important type of
ethical issues in journalism. Secondly, social and
political news has constituted and will continue to
constitute the major part of news. People realize that
such news is important and may have significant bearing.
in their daily life. However, social and political
news stories are often concerned with political power
centres and elites, whether they are governmental or
non-governmental units and officials. News media are
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vulnerable to the pressure from these political power
centres and elites. For instance, in order to maintain
a good relationship with a political power centre as
their continual sources of information, the news media
are often willing or forced to make various kinds of
compromises to please the political power centre or to
fulfil its requirements, including presenting the news
stories in favour of it. The problem of political
influence is thus an important type of journalistic
ethical issues. Nevertheless, these two types of ethical
issues frequently found in real life ethical cases are
not prominently reflected in most traditional codes of
ethics.
The relationship between codes of ethics and real
life ethical cases, however, is difficult to be drawn
in this study. Whether the frequencies of occurrence
of different types of ethical issues in real life ethical
cases are high or low cannot be regarded as the direct
indicator of the effectiveness of codes of ethics.
Firstly, the qualitative dimension is not measurable in
this quantitative analysis. For instance, the style and
intensity of presentation of statements in codes of
ethics, and the seriousness of the ethical problems in
real life ethical cases are not known. Secondly, there
are a number of intervening factors, such as law.
personal moral awareness, and social ethical values,
which may be influential to the frequencies of occurrence
of different types of ethical issues in real life ethical
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cases. The only conclusion arrived is that codes of
ethics appear to be inadequate to catch up with real
life ethical cases to reflect certain types of ethical
issues which are frequently occurred, such as
commercial influence and political influence.
While the profile of the difference between
journalistic codes of ethics and real life ethical
cases is described at the level of descriptive ethics,
the background of the difference is depicted at the
level of normative ethics. The basic difference
between the two kinds of subjects at this level is their
directions towards the two ends of different types of
basic moral principles, utilitarianism and deontologism.
Although pure utilitarianism is never found and mixed
deontologism is found to be involved most frequently in
both kinds of subjects, the difference may still be
observed in other areas. The frequency percentage of
pure deontologism is higher in codes of ethics than in
real life ethical cases. The situation is reversed when
the frequency percentages of mixed deontologism are
compared. As mixed deontologism is the type of moral
principles developed by mixing utilitarianism with
deontologism, it seems that utilitarian factors are
considered more in real life ethical cases than in codes
of ethics. On the other hand, the frequency percentage
of prima facie deontologism is higher in codes of
ethics than in real life ethical cases. Although this
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difference may be caused by the integrative nature of
codes of ethics, the same type of difference is not
significantly shown when the frequencies of singularistic
utilitarianism and pluralistic utilitarianism in the two
kinds of subjects.are compared, as indicated by the
rejection of Hypothesis H3b. This implies that different
types of deontological factors are emphasized more in
codes of ethics. The whole picture is indeed depicted
in Table 8. The three types of deontological principles
of obligationism gain much more attention than the four
types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness in codes of
ethics On the contrary, the attention paid to the two
types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness, knowledge and
political goodness, is comparable with the three types
of deontological principles of obligationism in real
life ethical cases.
In addition to the difference in terms of the
direction of involving different types of basic moral
principles, the difference in terms of the distribution
of different types of intrinsic goodness and principles
of obligationism is also worth discussing. The inclusion
of different types of intrinsic goodness and different
types of principles of obligationism distributed evenly
in codes of ethics indicates the integrative nature of
the codes on the one hand and reflects their idealistic
nature on the other hand.
The relatively high frequencies of knowledge and
political goodness among different types of intrinsic
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goodness in real lire ethical cases indicate that people
place great emphasis on the primary journalistic function
of information and the concept that the news media should
act as the fourth estate of the society. It seems that
people in general-believe that they have the rights to
know, and that the news media should work for the
social and political good for the society. On the other
hand, the comparatively low frequencies of pleasure and
human perfection in real life ethical cases show that
the news media are not regarded so important as the
tools of entertainment and education. However, this
result-is reasonable, as entertainment and education are
usually considered as general communication functions
instead of journalistic functions.
In the area of deontologism, the overwhelmingly
high frequency of justice in real life ethical cases
denotes the general agreement in the assumption that the
news media are public institutions and should serve
different groups of people in a fair manner. On the
other hand, the relatively low frequencies of the other
two types of deontological principles, honesty and
respect for persons, may not mean that these two types
of principles of obligationism are not considered
.important at all. The situation, however, may be due
to the reason that these two types of principles seem
to be easier to be operationalized compared with the
principle of justice. Thus, they may be fulfilled quite
well and are not so frequently involved in real life
ethical cases.
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That the adoption of basic moral principles shifts
towards the direction of deontologism in journalistic
codes of ethics that different types of intrinsic
goodness and principles of obligationism are evenly
distributed as the foundation of journalistic codes of
ethics and that the two types of utilitarian intrinsic
goodness, knowledge and political goodness, which are
stressed in real life ethical cases, are relatively
neglected in journalistic codes of ethics-- these three
factors serve as the background of why journalistic
codes of ethics are always commented to be too
idealistic and unpragmatic.
5.2 FOREIGN AND LOCAL CASES
The difference in terms of the distribution of
different types of ethical issues between foreign and
local (Hong Kong) ethical cases in journalism is proved
to be insignificant at the level of descriptive ethics.
It may be concluded that the situation of journalistic
ethics in Hong Kong is similar to the situation in other
foreign libertarian societies, at least to the situation
in the United States, as about t,wwo-thirds of the sample
of foreign cases are related to the American society.
It may imply that cultural factors have little effect
on the situation of the development of journalistic
ethics. However, the validity of this implication
demands further verification by further studies.
Nonetheless, the minor differences observed
between the twp kinds of ethical cases should still be
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looked into. The relatively higher frequency percentages
of the two types of ethical issues, conflicts of
interest and political influence, in foreign ethical
cases may be explained by the same reason, as the
problems of conflicts of interest in foreign cases
are mostly related to personal conflicts of journalists
caused by political participation, such as political
party membership. The lower frequency percentages of
these two types of ethical issues in local ethical cases
may be due to the relatively underdeveloped political
atmosphere in Hong Kong compared with the atmosphere in
the foreign societies, especially the United States.
It follows that ethical problems related to political
factors may less frequently occur in Hong Kong. However,
as Hong Kong is becoming more politicized owing to its
changing future, the differences between foreign and
local ethical cases in terms of these two types of
ethical issues may be diminished.
The differences in terms of the frequency
percentages of invasion of privacy and rights and
disregard for decency between the two kinds of ethical
cases may be explained by the factor of professional
development of journalism. The situation of the
journalistic profession in Hong Kong is commented to be
still underdeveloped.' The most manifest indicators are
the low social status of the journalists in Hong Kong,'
1 The social status of a journalist is found to be just
a notch higher than that of a midwife or a chef in
Hong Kong (Chung, 1977).
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and the low salaries earned by them.' Instead of
reporting the more serious social and political news,
many news media in Hong Kong still fill up the greatest
portion of their space with human interest stories about
the private life of the victims or public figures. and
stories concerning sex and violence. Thus, .it is not
extraordinary that the above-mentioned two types of
ethical issues occur more frequently in Hong Kong.
However, it is observed that professionalization of
journalism has progressed faster during the past decade
in Hong Kong in order to catch up with the current
political changes and social development. It is
therefore estimated that the differences between foreign
and local ethical cases in terms of these two types of
ethical issues will also be diminished.
After all, it seems that the small gap between
foreign and local journalistic ethical cases observed
today will continue to narrow.
While the differences between the two kinds of
ethical cases are negligible at the level of descriptive
ethics, the similarity between them is also observed at
the level of normative ethics. Firstly. mixed
deontologism is the most frequent type of basic moral
principles involved as the foundation of moral judgments
in both foreign and local ethical cases. Secondly, in
1 The minimum monthly salary earned by a journalist is
comparable with the wage of a factory worker and the
statutory pay for a Filipino servant in Hong Kong
(Lau, 1986: 28).
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the area of deontologism, the involvement of prima facie
deontologism is more frequent than that of absolute
deontologism in both kinds of cases, with justice the
most frequent type of principles of obligationism
involved as the foundation of moral judgments. The
reason of this situation has been discussed in the
previous section.
The only significant differences found between
foreign and local ethical cases are in the area of
utilitarianism. The frequency of singularistic
utilitarianism is found to be higher than that of
pluralistic utilitarianism in local ethical cases.
There are several possible reasons for this difference.
Firstly, it may be due to the small sample size and
consequently unrepresentativeness of the local ethical
cases adopted for study. Secondly, it may be due to
the problem of incomprehensiveness of the local cases
analyzed. As the details of all the local cases were
collected through informants, their comprehensiveness
may have been discounted. In this way, many local cases
would appear to be singularistic instead of pluralistic.
Thus, the validity of this difference is suspicious.
Thirdly, if there is no problem concerning the validity
of the' findings, the high frequency of si ngularistic
utilitarianism in local ethical cases may be due to the
extremely high frequency of knowledge and the relatively
low frequencies of the other three types of intrinsic
goodness. The situation is clearly depicted in Table 1L.
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The frequency of knowledge in local cases is even higher
than that of the three types of deontological principles
of obligationism, while that of the other three types of
intrinsic goodness are far below them. The great
emphasis of one type of intrinsic goodness and the
relative neglect of the other types easily leads to the
result of high frequency of singularistic utilitarianism.
The relatively higher frequency of knowledge in
Local ethical cases and that of political goodness and
human perfection in foreign cases may again be explained
by the factors of professional development of journalism
political development of the society. As the situation
of the journalistic profession in Hong Kong is still
underdeveloped, people pay greater attention to the
primary function of -information of the news media.
Thus, the intrinsic goodness of knowledge is
overwhelmingly stressed. On the other hand, owing to
the more advanced political development in for iegn
societies, especially the United States, greater
emphasis is placed on the role of the news media as the
fourth estate of the society and on the journalistic
ends of promoting the greatest social and political
good, such as promotion of political democracy. Hence,
the frequency of political goodness is relatively higher
in foreign ethical cases, which is even higher than that
of the deontological principle of honesty, as shown in
Table 14. Besides, as the journalistic profession is
better developed in foreign societies, it is not
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extraordinary that their news media would try to serve
the secondary function of education, in addition to the
primary function of information. Thus, the frequency
of human perfection in foreign ethical cases should also
be higher. However, as journalistic professionalization
and political development is progressing in Hong Kong,
the differences found between foreign and local ethical
cases at the level of normative ethics may also be
diminished, and the foundation of moral judgments in
local cases in the area of utilitarianism will shift to
be pluralistic.
After all, it may be concluded that the overall
similarity between foreign and local journalistic
ethical cases at the level of descriptive ethics is
backed up by the overall similarity between the two
kinds of cases at the level of normative ethics. It
may also be tentatively concluded that cultural
difference appears to play little role in moral
judgments concerning journalistic ethics.
5.3 GENERAL IMPLICATIONS
The greatest contribution of this study is the
confirmation of applicability of the philosophical
framework at the level of normative ethics in studying
journalistic ethics. While the study at the level of
descriptive ethics depicts the manifest phenomena of
the ethical problems, the analysis at the level of
normative ethics looks into the foundation of the
ethical judgments.
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After this analysis of journalistic codes of
ethics and real life ethical cases, a general picture
describing the types of moral principles involved as
the foundation of ethical judgments in journalism is
synthesized: that is, pluralism in the area of
utilitarianism, prima facie obligationismn in the area
of deontologism, and mixed deontologism as the overall
basic foundation. This picture appears to be in harmony
with the societal development. As the composition of
the society becomes more complex, and the elements of
the society appears more pluralistic, the foundation of
moral judgments has to be more comprehensive. Various
types of utilitarian intrinsic goodness and deontological
principles of obligationism must be included as the
foundation of moral judgments in journalism.
A difference is concluded to exist between
journalistic codes of ethics and real life ethical cases.
At the level of descriptive ethics, it is in terms of the
inadequacy of codes of ethics to reflect the types of
ethical issues that are frequently occurred in real life
ethical cases. To diminish the difference at this level.
codes of ethics should try hard to catch up with real
life ethical cases in treating the types of ethical issues
such as commercial influence and political influence.
At the level of normative ethics, the difference is in
terms of the different directions of the types of basic
moral principles involved as the foundation of moral
judgments. Although both of them are likely to
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involve mixed deontologism as the basic foundation,
codes of ethics shift towards the end more deontological,
while real life ethical cases shift towards the end more
utilitarian. The difference serves as the background
of the wide-spread' comments that codes of ethics are
idealistic and unpragmatic. To deal with the problem
at this level, more utilitarian factors, especially that
concerning the intrinsic goodness of knowledge and
political goodness, should be included as the foundation
of codes of ethics. The details of inclusion, however,
demands further discussion in the conceptual aspect.
The similarity between foreign and local
journalistic ethical cases at both levels of descriptive
ethics and normative ethics leads to the conclusion that
cultural difference seems not a significant factor
influencing ethical judgments in journalism. It is
estimated that the degree of similarity will be even
higher when journalistic professionalization and
political development of the society is well progressed
in Hong Kong. Thus, it implies that the development of
journalistic ethics in foreign societies may be adopted
as reference for improving the ethical standards in the
field of journalism in Hong Kong.
The most direct practical implication of the
confirmation of applicability of the philosophical
framework at the level of normative ethics in studying
journalistic ethics should be in the area of education.
The framework, comprising different types of basic moral
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principles, different types of intrinsic goodenss, and
different types of principles of obligationism, provides
the curricula of journalistic ethics with a conceptual
basis for discussion of ethical problems in journalism
and media criticism.
To further develop and apply the framework of
studying journalistic ethics at the philosophical level
of normative ethics, various types of further research
and discussion are proposed. First of all, it is hoped
that this study will be replicated with wider resources
and manpower in different situations, in order to test
the general applicability of the approach. Secondly,
this research is basically conducted from the
quantitative perspective. However, more conceptual
discussion is required in order to generate a more solid
ground for the framework: For instance, analysis of
journalistic ethical cases at the level of normative
ethics adopting a qualitative perspective may enrich
the content and the applicability of the framework for
further studies. Thirdly, the approach may be applied
to study other kinds of subjects. It may be applied to
study the ethical value system of people related to the
field of journalism, such as journalists, media owners.
and the audience. It may also be applied to analyze
the relationships between journalistic ethics and other
factors, such as law and religion. The content of the
law in the news business, for instance, may be compared
with the content of journalistic codes of ethics and
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real life ethical cases, adopting the philosophical
framework at the level of normative ethics. Lastly, it
is interesting to develop a framework for studying
journalistic ethics in authoritarian societies, based
on the one developed in this study, which is applied to
studying journalistic ethics in libertarian societies.
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Appendix A
JOURNALISTIC CODES OF ETHICS ANALYZED
From B.M. Swain, Reporters' Ethics, Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press, 1978:
1) American Society of Newspaper Editors: Statement of
Principles (pp. 111-112)
2) Associated Press Managing Editors Association: Code
of' Ethics (pp. 112-114)
3) Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi: Codes of Ethics (pp. 114-116)
4) Chicago Sun-Times and Daily News: Code of
Professional Standards (pp. 116-117)
5) Des Moines Register and Tribune: Code of Ethics
(pp. 117-121)
6) Louisville Courier-Journal and Times: Policy on
Outside Work of News, Editorial, and Photo
Department Staff- Members (pp. 121-125)
7) The Louisville Courier-Journal and Times Company:
Conflict of Interest and Management Personnel
(pp. 125-127)
8) Milwaukee Journal: Rules and Guidelines (pp. 127-130)
9) Scripps-Howard Newspapers: Principles and Practices
for All Personnel (pp. 130-131)
10) Washington Post: Standards and Ethics (pp. 131-134)
From .J. L. Hulteng, Playing It Straight: A* Practical
Discussion of the Ethical Principles of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors, American
Society of Newspaper Editors, 1981:
11) United Press International: A Policy Statement
(pp. 80-81)
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From N. A. Crawford, The Ethics of Journalism. New York:
Greenwood Press. Publishers. 1969:
12) The Washington Code of Ethics (p. 186)
13) The Oregon Code of Ethics for Journalism
(pp. 187-194)
14) South Dakota Code of Ethics (pp. 195-198)
15) Missouri Declaration of Principles and Codes of
Practice (pp. 199-201)
16 Kansas Code of Ethics (pp. 202-210)
17) The Brooklyn Eagle (pp. 211-213)
18) The Christian-Science Monitor (pp. 214-216)
19) The Springfield Rupublican (pp. 217-219)
20) The Springfield Union (pp. 220-223)
21) The Detroit News (pp. 224-228)
22) The Hearst Newspaper (pp. 229-232)
23) The Sanrament Bee (DD. 293-234)
24) The Seattle Times (pp. 235-236)
25) The Kansas City Journal-Post (p. 237)
26) The Marion Star (p. 238)
27) The Journalist's Creed (pp. 239-240)
From C. Jones, Mass Media Codes of Ethics and Councils:
A Comparative International Study on Professional
Standards, Paris: UNESCO Press, 1980:
28) Code of Ethics of Australian Journalists
Association (p. 65)
29) Radio Television News Directors Association of
Canada: Code of Broadcast Nees Ethics (pp. 65-66)
30) Charter of Professional Integrity of the Canadian
Association of French Language Journalists
(pp.66-67)
31) Charter of Work and Code of Ethics in the Press
(Egypt) (pp. 67-69)
32) The New Press Code of inaia (pp. 69-70)
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33) Canons of Journalism of the Nihon Shinbun Kyokai
(Japan) (pp. 70-71)
34) The Rules of the Swedish Newspaper Publishers'
Association (TU) on text advertising (pp. 71-72)
35) Draft Clauses Produced by the Guild of British
Newspapers for a Press Charter (pp. 72-73)
36) National Union of Journalists (United Kingdom)
(pp. 72-74)
37) International Federation of Journalists: Declaration
of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists (p. 76)
38) European Community: Declaration of Rights and
Obligations of Journalists (pp. 76-77)
39) International Organization of Journalists: Codes of
Ethics for the Mass Media (p. 77)
40) United Nations: Draft International Codes of Ethics
for Information Personnel (pp. 77-79)
41) UNESCO: Collective Consultations on Codes of Ethics
for the Mass Media (pp. 79-80)
From Press Councils and Press Codes, Zurich:
International Press Institute, 1966:
42) Code of Journalistic Ethics of the Inter-American
Press Association (pp. 92-93)
43) The Code of Ethics of the Belgian Press (pp. 95-96)
44) The National Council of the Association of Chilean
Newspapers: Code of Ethics Adopted (pp. 99 -100)
45) The Federation of Danish Newspapers: Code of Ethics
for Crime Reporting (p. 101)
L16) Syndicat National des Journalists (France): Text of
its own code of ethics (P. 102)
L.7) Code of the German Magazine Organization
(pp. 103-104)
u8) Israeli Journalists' Code of Ethics tpp. i±u-1iC
49) Principles of Professional Ethics of the National
Council of the Italian Press (p. 113)
50) Second Annual Conference of Nigerian Guild of
Editors: Code of Ethics (pp. 114-115)
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51) C.P.N.E. (Pakistan): The Code of Press Ethics
(pp. 117-120)
52) The Publishers' Association of South Africa:
The Press Code (pp. 121-122 )
53)Standard of Conduct of the Korean Newspaper Editors
Association (pp .123-126)
54) The Publication Rules of the Publicisths' Club
(Sweden ) (pp .127-129)
55) Turkey: Code of Press Etheics (pp. 130-131)
56) The Insttute of Journalilsts (United Kingdom):
Ethics Code Adoted (p.132)
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Appenndix B
FOREIGN ETICAL CASES ANALYZED
From Columbia Journalism Review:
1) C.T. Hanson . " what Went Wrong at the Washington
post?" January / February 1983 . pp. 33-37
2)N.Madlin and P.Doddy."who, Said .what to the wall
Street Journal?" January/February 198 .pp. 37-41
3) C.T.Hanson." Gunsmok and Sleeping Dogs: the
Prez's Press at Midterm .?May /June 1983. pp. 27-35
4)M.R. Gordon and R. P Labrie." The Press .Rewrites
Salt II:July /August 1983.pp. 39-40
5)S.kupferberg. "Loyalty Test at the New York Times?"
July/August 1983 .pp. 41-44
6) R.J. Smith, " Covring the EPA, or, wake Me up if
Anything, Happens." September /October. 1983.
pp. 29-34 .
7) w. Sweet, " Europe's teace Movement : Topic or
Target?" September /October 1983 .pp. 46-50
8), T. Goldstein, "Odd, Couple.: Prosecutors and the
press. " January/February 1984 .pp. 23-29
9)H.L.Rosenberg." Nazis, Nudes, and Naughty words
on PBS?" January/ Ferbruary 1984 .pp. 30-32
10) M.Hoyt. " Downtime for Labor,." March /April 1984 ..
pp. 36 -40
11) J. Spence. "Second Time Around : How to Cover an
Election." March/April 1984 .pp. 41-43
12) L. Drucher, " Radio venceremos: Sattic over a
Guerrlla source, " March /April . 1984 .pp. 44-47
13) B. DeSilva, "The ,Gang- rape story .: May /June 1984 .
pp. 42- 11
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14) B. Abas, " Inside the Paper God wahted ." May /June
1984. pp. 46 -49
15) L. panyne, " Black Reporters, white Press -- and
Jackson compaign," July/August 1984 .pp. 32-37
16) S. Bear," The Half - told story Baby Jane Doe,"
November/December 1984 .pp. 35-38
17) J.Peterzel. " Can You Name the Agent ?" November /
December ,1984.pp. 46-47.
18) D.P.Gry. " Letter, from Israel. " November/December
1984 .pp. 48-52
19) W.Bot, "London Letter." This is Brtain?"
January/February 1985 pp. 29-30
20) R.Morris. "Mexicol: the U.S.Press Takes a siesta,"
January/February , 1985 .pp. 31-36
21)M.E. Schoonmker, "The Beat Nobody wants."
January/ February 1985 .pp. 37-40
22) P.Lynch, "Is Lyndon LaRouche Using Your Name ?"
March /April 1985 .pp. 42-46
23) W.Boot. "Ethioia: Feasting on Famine." March/
April 1985 .pp. 47-48
24)K .Rthmyer. "Westmoreland v. CBS." May /June Out
PP. 25-30
25) M. Massing, "The Libel chill: How cold Is It. out
There?" May/June 1985.pp.31-43
26) J.Bone, " Insde the News: Discrimination at work?"
May /June 1985 .P. 58
27)J.Sibbison. "Pushing New :Discrimination at work?"
kich the Habit?" July/ August 1985 .pp.52-54
28) k. Seelye and L. Roberts. "UPI;s. Disatter. Story."
September/October 1985. pp. 40-43
29)M. Moore,"How to Keep. 'em Happy in Flint."
September /October 1985 . pp. 40-43
30) G.Pool. and M, comendul. "The computer, Magaxines.
Puffery Problem. " September/October , 1985 pp. 49-51
31)H.J, Gans "Are ,U.S.Jourenalists Dangerously.
Liberal?" November /Oecmber, 1985 ,pp. 29-33
32) K,Rothmyer,"Hot Poropeties: the Media-buying Spree
Explained," November /December, 1985.pp. 38 -43
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From, The Quill:
33) T. Mattingly. "The Religion , Beat. Janary. 1893
pp. 12-19
34) S.H Forrest, Every Man 's Testimony. February ,
1983. pp. 18-23
35) W.R.Tonso. Media Culture and Guns, March ,1983
pp. 17-20
36) P.D.Young, From, . Saigon ,to Salvador: Revisionism,
Reconsidered, ,May ,1983. pp. 7-13
37) J. kalter, Can ,. Third , world ,Journalism Find a
Third . way? May,. 1983. pp. 14-18
38) L. Denniston, The ,Ball . 's in Burger Court. ;May
1983.pp. 19-20
39)M ,Miner, A, Million stories in the , Naked , city.
and . NO Storytellers . June 1983 , pp. 21-26
40) D. Meister, The Ball ;s in Buger;s Court.May
1983,.pp. 8-9
41) M.J,. Kirkhorn, Nuclear, Arms Reporting. Not iht a
Bang, but wiht a whisper, July/August 1983 pp. 10-16
42)J.M. Hamilton, Hometown , News from the Third
word, July'/August 1983 .p. 17-21
43) M. Coleman, A Day in the Life, July/ August 1983
pp. 22-33
44) B. Gunter. Deathwatch, .September., 1983 pp. 18-20
45)A.L Neumann, Ferdinand and Imelda, Ink
September, 1983 .pp. 21-27
46)B.B .VanDusen, Thomson Comes to Kokomo.
September , 1983, pp. 28-33
47) R. Dorfman, Journalists , under Fire, October , 1983
pp. 12-13
48) J.A, Boyd, L,M, Hausrath, and N, Seppa ,. Alice, in
washington, October , 1983 ,pp. 14-19
49) P.O .Keirstead, India's Homesun ,Media, ; October
1983 pp. 22-25
50) J.A. M ehan, Chicken, Little and the New world
Infromation, Order. October ,1983. pp. 24-22
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51) G. Marine, San, Francisco: It's Not What You Think "
November, 1893 pp. 10-14
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Appendix.c
LOCAL . ( HONG KONG) ETHICAL CASES ANALYZED
1)FALLING OF THE OUTSIDE ROOF OF A NEW BUILDING
In 1980, the outsied roof ,of a new, builking in
Shamshuipo. Kowloon,fell. down The news ,was
downplayed in most newspaers, Seldom was the name
of the constructon company mentoned, It was later
known that many newspapers, had recived the telephone
callts from the construction , company , notifying them
that the company would have adveritisements printed
in the newspapers, with, the conditon of downplaying
the news story,
2) SETTLEMENT OF FIRE VICTIMS
A group ,of fire vitctims refused to be settled into
a rural estate, The government ,officials made a
great effort to contact the journalists and voice
the reasons of the decitson ,of the goverment The
press , then printed the govenment view as the main
content of the news story, without any attempt to
get the view of the victims to make the stroy more
balanced and comprehensive,
3)MASSACRE IN FSCHINATOWN
A,massacre occurred in chiantown in Seattle, A
journalist was assinged by the pubisher of a .
newspaper to write a feature story descreibing the
bachground of the massacre , The , publisher instructed
that the name , of the game was to exaggerate the story
with a logical sequence and witn no regad for
truthfulness and accuracy , The journalist completed
the mission by manufacturing the feature story
concerning , the struggle among gangsters in chinatown
The feature was highly apprecialted by the publisher ,
and later by the readers, The story was found
completely inaccurate after the investigation was
taken by the police
4) SISTER OF THE SUICIDE
A, girl committed suicide , Her , pictue was not
available , Instead, the picture of her fsister was
printed with the caption of Sister of the suicided
Girl in a newspaper
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5) SOCCER RIOT
In 1980 ,a well- known soccer team was to descend to
the second class after losing its last match in that
soccer year , Hundreds of supporters of the team
assembled in the street after ,the match knocking
down the litter bins , A team of news crew of a TV
station arrived to film the situaton of the riot
Just after lighting wsa on the supporters realized
the presfence of the TV camera ,They immedfiately
raised the level of the riot by such actions as
breaking the glass doors and windows of the soccer
sadium
6) LACK OF COMMENTS ON UN REAL ISTIC PROPERTY BOOM
In 1980 the price of residential flats rose
remarkably .Seldom comments on the problm
appear in newspapers ,especially in those of which
the proprty develpers ,were ,their regular
advertisers, One ,newspaper presetned a few features
on this , topic, and was later , warned by the property
developers,
7)NEWS CONCERNING MACAU
A, story was flashed on the news wire of an
international news agency one night in 1981 It
stared that a senior chinese government official had
achieved a compromise with the Portugese government
during his visit to portugal . The Portugese
government would teturn Macau to China immendiately
Many newsspapers ,gave this story front -page ,coverage
the next day ,. without making any effort to check its
accuracy Only one newspaper , printed that the other
was a rumour , This ,newspaper, tried to get the other
side of the story from another international news
agency and from its own souce in Macau ,It was
proved three ,days later by the former news agency
that the original story was not true
8) OBJECTION OF HONOURARY DEGREE PRESENTATION
An honourary doctoral degree was presented to a
buinessman by sa university in 1981 The
presentation was strongly objected by the students
of the university ,However ,as the enterprise of
the businessman was a great advertiser the news
medisa downplayed or neglected the story of the
students;/ objection ,in order not to lose
advertising ravenue
9)LIBEL OF A DOCTOR
A,newspaper lost a libel case to a doctor March
1981 , The newspaper ,was accused of lidelling the
doctor in two feature stories printed in Jjanuary
1979 The judge stated that the two features had
influenced the occupation of the doctor and sentenced
the newspaper a find of HK$ 180.00
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10)DAUGHTER OF A RAPE VICTIM
A ,woman became the victim of a rape case , The
picture of her four- year -old daughter was printed
in a number of newspapers , titled The Four-year -old
Daughter of the Raped Woman
11)PICTURES OF ANAFTOMIZED BODIES
In 1982 a taxi driver was prosecuted for having
commited several murder cases ,Alt the victims of
these murder ,cases were young girls and their bodyies
were chopped up into pieces, Whenever a dead body
was discovered, some newspapers, printed the pictures
of the parts of the body with clear indication
12)DISCLOSURE OF A PERSONAL LETTER
In 1983 ,a seventeen -year -old actress was missing
after she had become well -known for her appearnce
in a movie , A personal letter written by her was
later printed in a newspaper The letter was
originally sent to her family in Hong Kong ,stating
that she had got married wiht her boy friend and
they were fidn in China ,Little was known how the
letter was obtained by the newspaper
13)PICTURE OF A SUSPECT
In November, 1983 ,a newspaper was prosecuted for
contempt of court by the Attorney General ,The
prosecution wasbased on the discloure of a picture
of a femmale suspected murderer It was stated that
the withesses would have been influenced in the
process of recognlzing the suspect after having read
the newspaper
14)MURDER CASE CAUSED BY A NESWPAPER
A mother gave birth to four bisexual babies, The
news was reproted by a newspaper with pictures of
the bisexual ,babies printed , Altehough the details
of the mother and her family had not been discloed,
the mother felt that she was recognized by people
Owing to her feelings of shame, she killed three of
the babies with the one whose bisexual
characteristice were not so manifest left The
bodies of the dead babies were discovered and the
mother was prosecuted for mureder, During the trial
the lawyer of defence stated that her killing
intention was caused by the disclosure of the news
concerning the babies
15)BIG TALK OF CARRIAN
A business conglomerate known as Carrian burst in
1979 as a US$ 1 billion empire in Hong Kong It was
not known until 1982 that Carrian was more of a
billion -dollar debbt than a billion- dollar bonanza
The essence fo carrian was endeed more like a vacant
lot than like a gold-plated empire. However,the
reality of carrian was not reported by some
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newspapers and journalists even at the beginning of
1983 The ,performance was partly due to incompetence
and, partly due to irresponsiblity on the part of the
journalists, Firstly many jouranlists depended on
only one source of information, that is the mangging
director of carrian, for their sotries, They made
no effort to contact other surces to judge the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of the news stories,
Secondly the relatonship, between carrian was a
newsparpars ,was remarkably good., carrian was a
regular advertiser for all major newspapers ,It was
suspected that some newspapers tried to downplay the
sftories concenrning the qustionable financial health
of carrian, In additon, the personal, relationship
between the manging director of carrian and some
individual jouranlists was observed to be unuual
people wondered whether some jouranlists received
gifts for their wrting
16) COURT DECISON CONCERNIANG THE CARRIAN CASE
A court decision to bar the media from committal
proceedings on the defunct carrian group was made
in 1984, It was stated that sommittal porceedings
on carrian, could not be reprted contemproanfeously
in Hong Kong, in order not to prejudice the jurmen,
However, the decision ,was only challenged by four
English, language publications nad the Hong Kong
Journalists Association as well as a correspondent
of a Malayian magazine. The decision was later
overturned and the ban on the news media was lifted
17)RIOT DURING A TAXT ENDUSTRIAL ACTON
In January 1984 an industial action was taken by
taxi drivers in Hong Kong showing their objection
to the increase of the taxi license fee, Taxt -cabs
drove extremely slowly to block the trffic
However ,a riot broke out the same night in Mongkok
Kowloon ,where taxi -cabs staged a go -slow. A large
group of people broke the shop windows, robbed and
set fire everywhere, A large n u mber of policemen
then arrived to deal with riot, and the
a TV station ,filmed the process of policemen
police action. The story was played in the news.
programme, with only the films showing how the police
dealt with the riot, wiht special ,stress on an action
of a policeman taking out his pistol pointing at the
people The films concerning the violence such as
robbing and setting fire were not shown that night
but shown in a public service programme a week later
instead, A, journalist stated that this arrangement
was to deter the viewers not to join the riot after
viewing the news programme that night
18) ACCIDENT IN TSING YI
One Saturday a, radio station, was notified that a
severalwithIsladYiTsingnearsunkhadboat
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passengers injured. It was then announced as news
on air in the earliest news programme without
checking its accuracy. Later. it was discovered
that the content of the story was completely
mistaken. It was later found to be concerned wit
a group of students learning canceing at the Tsin
Yi harbour. A few students could not control the
canoes and needed to be saved by the marine polic
Knowing that it was a mistake. the radio station
aired the correct version in the next news sectio
but without announcing that it was a correction o
the earlier version. Some audience members still
supposed that a boat had sunk.
19) STRUCTURE OF BLCC
In 1984. a newspaper reported that the Basic Law
Consultative Committee (BLCC). which was stated to
be a committee giving advice for drafting the Basic
Law of the post-1997 Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region. would be headed by a senior government
official of China. The committee would consist of
a few members with an assessment office. However.
it came out in 1985 that the BLCC was designed to be
a body to collect opinions in Hong Kong. It
comprised citizenries from different levels and
organizations in Hong Kong and, after all. was not
headed by government official of China. It was
then known that the information obtained by the
newspaper the year before was only the opinions of
a pro-Beijing person in Hong Kong. His opinions
were presented as facts in the newspaper.
20) OFF THE RECORD
An official of the Xinhua News Agency delivered a
speech in a closed-door conference at a universwity.
The official stated to the journalists that the
materials of his speech were not for publication.
but for background reference only. However, the
details of his speech were later publicized by a
radio station. only with the speaker not directly
identified. It was protested by the Xinhua official.
At last, the radio station apologized for the
disclosure.
21) FINANCIAL STORY?
A major established business enterprise moved its
incorporation headquarters from Hong Kong to Bermuda
in March 1984. The news was regarded as an indicator
of lack of confidence in the future of Hong Kong
after 1997. This story was given front-page coverage
in most newspapers. However, a TV station gave it
a passing thirty-second mention in its financial
news section, which was not part of the main evening
news programme. The purpose of downplaying the
story by the TV station was wondered to be concerned
with political pressure.
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22) REPORTNG OF A CHANGED-SEX PERSON
A man was, changed to woman through an operation
Her particulars and family life was reported in a
newspaper, However the truthfulness and accuracy
of the story, was denied by one of its competitor
newspaper with another stroy printed ,After ,all,
the original, story was proved to be accurate and the
latter one, istead, should be denied
23) PICTURE OF TRAFFIC VIATIMS
In 1984, a serious traffic accident occurred in Wah
Fu Estate Hong Kong ,A miibus fell down from a
flyover wiht the driver and several passengers badly
injured A picture showing the seriosly injured
persons was printed on the front page of a newspaper
It was criticzed for its bad taste
24) HELPER FIRST OR JOURNALIST FIRST?
A traffic accident occurred on the Princess Road
Flyover in Konwloon, A news team of a newspaper
arrived at the scene earlier than the police and
the ambulance, The journalists then tried to take
pirtures of the accident paying no attention to
the vitcitms, After this incident argument was
raised on whether the journalists should help the
victims first or should take the pictures first
25)A US$ 15 MILLION KIDNAP CASE
A newspaper reporgted on a US$ 15 million Kidnap case
in detail, The accuracy of a great part of the
story had not been verified Nevertheless, the
circulation was increased remarkably by the
pubilcation of the story
26)INTERFERENCE WITH NEWSPAPERS
Several newspaper with identical poitical
backrund were criticized to be controlled by a
news agency representing a major political power
centre in Hong Kong A, journalist of one of the
newspapers stted that the newspapers were often
given instructions on how to plan the news coverage
The journlists were sometime, suggested to
interview certain people who had been briefed by the
news agency and to present the interviews as news
stories for the newspapers
27)INTERFERENCE WITH TVNEWS
A news agency representing a major political power
centre was critcized to influence with the
production of news programmes of a TV station The
news agency asked the TV station to refrain from
raising questions on confidence in the future of
Hong Kong and on whether people would leave Hong
Kong after 1997 The news agency stated that it is
not plased wiht the playing up of such Kinds of
stationTVthebynews
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28) STORIES OF MR. X
In September 1984, a TV star was blackmailed for his
sexual behaviour with a woman. The TV star informed
the police and the gangsters were arrested. During
the traial, the judge issued a warrant requiring the
news media not to disclose the name of the TV star.
in order to protect his job security. The media
labeled the TV star as Mr. X. The reporting of the
trial was given full front-page coverage with foci
on the sexy and sensational stories in many
newspapers. The case became complicated as the name
of Mr. X was disclosed in a newspaper published in
Singapore. which might be purchased in Hong Kong
through a dealer.
29) EDITING OUT WITHOUT CONSULTING
In January 1985, a senior government official was
inteviewed by the news department of a TV station.
talking about press freedom in Hong Kong and in
China. A reference made by the government official
wondering the meaning of press freedom in China was
edited out by the TV station without consulting her.
Some people accused the TV station of "self-
censorship" to avoid angering the Chinese government.
The TV station defended that it was only due to
technical reasons which had nothing to do with
content.
30) PICTURES OF A DEAD WOMAN
A couple died of haling in overdose of carbon
monoxide at midnight in a car at the Kowloon Peak
in 1985. Pictures showing the female victim with
her nude breasts uncovered were printed in some
newspapers.
31) HIJACKING IN TAIWAN
In 1985. a student at a military academy, who had
come from Hong Kong. hijacked an aeroplane in Taiwan.
In order to get the home address and telephone number
of the student in Hong Kong. a journalist pretended
to be a Red Cross officer to call the uncle of the
student in Taiwan. After talking with the uncle.
the telephone number was obtained. by illustrating
that the newspaper was to help the student, the
journalist then successfully obtain the cooperation
of the family members of the student.
32) POISONED DRINKS
In 1985, a brand of drinks was poisoned and the
wholesaler was blackmailed. The news was known to
a newspaper. The newspaper was requested by the
police to defer its reporting. in order ot avoid
public fear. The news, after all, was published
with the name of the brand not disclosed.
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33) CHILDREN WITH HANDS CUT IN CHINA
In 1985, a girl beggar with two hands cut away was
found tound in Shenzhen, China. Afterwards, a wonan stated
through a radio programme that there was a gang in
China catching children ftom Hong Kong, cutting away
their hands, and making them earn money for the gang
by begging. However, no evidence could be tound to
back up the story stated by the woman. Nevertheless,
the story was played up and exaggerated by several
newspapers immediately after the woman had voiced
the "news."
34) DEFERMENT OF AN EXCLUSIVE STORY
A Chinese detector requested asylum in the United
States to the U.S.cnsolate in Hong Kong. and later
tried to commit suicike during his visit oith a
Chinese trade delegation to Hong Kong in September
1985. He left the hospital later with a pro-Taiwan
man. All of a sudden, the defector appeared alone
in a TV station requesting for an interview by the
news department. However. the TV station did not
present the exclusive story in the proguamme "news
at moon." After the interview, the defector was
taden to the Hong Kong office of the Xinhua News
Agency, where he held a news conference in the
afternoon stating that he would return to China.
Meanwhile another news conterence was held by the
pro-Taiwan man whio had accompanied the defector to
leave the hospital. The exclusive story was played
by the TV station in the evening news section
together with the stories of the two conferenxes.
Some people commented that the TV station deferred
to present the exclusive story to avoid angering
any political authorities. including China. Taiwan,
and Hong Kong. The TV station defended that the
story was sat on to achieve a fair and balanced
report by getting the other sides of the story.
35) EDITING BY THE SPEAKER
A Chinese government official delivered a speech in
a press conference in Hang Kong in November 1985.
However, he demanded to edit the transcript of his
speech in two newspapers before prblication. Two
sentences in the speech were deleted by the offieial
in the newspapers' reports.
36) PICTURES OF NUDE KEAD BODIES
In 1985. a coupie of British youngsters were found
dead in North Point, Hong Kong, Both of the bodies
were nude. Pictures of the nuke bodies of the
couple were printhe in a number of newspapers. Some
newspapers even showed with focus on the female
body.
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37) TERMINATION OF A COLUMN
In 1985, a publisher of a leading newspaper in Hong
Kong who had been appointed by the Chinese government
as a member of a political committee terminated a
column in, his newspaper. The column was written by
a satirist who had often been critical of the
Chinese government.
38) JOURNALIST PARTICIPATING IN POLITICS
A journalist of a TV station participated in a
political committee in 1985 as the representative
of the profession of journalism. He was then not
allowed to deal with political news and not
allowed to be news anchorman for the TV station.
The news director of the station stated that it was
to avoid any real or apparent conflicts of interest.
39) DISTRICT BOARD MEMBER PROSECUTED
In 1985, a District Board member was prosecuted for
publishing an illegal magazine and was found guilty.
The news media then received telephone calls from
someone requesting not to disclose the name of the
District Board member. However, all the media
disclosed the full name except a morning newspaper
and an evening post, which were owned by the same
person.
40) LIBEL CONCERNING AN ENTERPRISE
A story concerning a large enterprise in Hong Kong
was printed in a newspaper in October 1985. The
story was accused of inaccuracy by the enterprise.
The newspaper admitted and apologized four days
later. However, the enterprise decided to sue in
the court for libel. In the court, the newspaper
refused to disclose the source of the story. After
all, the prosecution was cancelled under the
compromise that the newspaper donated a sum to a
charity agency.
41) WARNING OF CONTEMPT OF COURT
In January 1985. a murder case concerning a dead
body discovered in a water tank in Tokwawan,
Kowloon, was reported by many news media. A year
later, several newspapers received a warning letter
from the Attorney General complaining the treatment
of the story. It was complained that the articles
identified the suspect and alleged that the suspect
had committed murder. The articles were concluded
to be prejudicial to the suspect's right to receive
a fair and impartial trial, for any potential
juryman who had read the articles would have been
influenced.
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42) NEWS CONCERNING BANNING CIGARETTE ADVERTISEMENTS
In 1985, the Broadcast Review Board proposed that
cigarette advertisements should be banned on TV
screen. Discussion on this topic spread widely in
the society. However, most news favouring banning
was downplayed in the news media, while most stories
opposing banning were played up. The most important
factor was stated that cigarette wholesalers were
the greatest advertisers for. the news media.
43) REQUEST FOR DOWNPLAYING
In January 1986, a several hundred million U. S.
dollar deal of selling TV sets was broken between a
Japanese enterprise and China. The Japanese
enterprise had to pay back the money to China.
However, this story was downplayed or neglected by
many newspapers. It was due to the request from
the Japanese enterprise through its wholesaler in
Hong Kong. It was known that the Japanese enterprise
was a reeular advertiser.
l4) SQUATTER VIOLENCE
A squatter area was to be demolished in 1986.
However, the squatters tried to interrupt the
process of demolishment. The police were there to
remove the uncooperative squatters. The squatters
resisted violently. A news team of a TV station
was there to film the incident. It was wondered
whether the presence of the TV camera raised the
level of the violence.
15) TAIWAN OFFICIAL AS ADVISOR FOR BLCC
In 1986, some newspapers reported that a current
Taiwan senior government official would be invited
as advisor for the Basic Law Consultative Committee
(BLCC), which was to gather all the available views
and opinions of Hong Kong people about the future
Basic Law of the post-1997 Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region. However, it turned out that
the person to be invited had only been a junior
government staff in Taiwan for a short period thirty
years ago, who had no further connection with the
Taiwan government then. The newspapers reported the
leaked information from some unidentified sources
without making effort to check its validity.
46) DISCLOSURE OF SOURCE
A member of the.Basic Law Consultative Committee
was interviewed by several journalists of different
news media. He stated to the journalists that his
talk could only be quoted without directly
identifying the source. However, it turned out that
one newspaper printed his speech with his name and
status clearly identified.
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47) STRIKE VIOLENCE
A strike by workers in a minefield occurred in 1986.
A news team of a TV station arrived to f ilm the
incident. Observing the presence of the TV camera,
the workers reacted by raising the level of
violence of the strike. Finally, the police had to
be involved.
48) CO[IPLAINTS ON TRAVEL AGENCIES
In 1986, a few cases of closing down of travel
agencies in Hong Kong occurred. Customers were
suspected to have been cheated by these travel
agencies. Soon after, a number of news stories
concerning complaints on travel agencies appeared
frequently in the newspapers. Most of these stories
were played up with the names of the complained
travel agencies disclosed. Seldom were these
stories reported in a balanced manner by presenting
the views of the travel agencies as well.
49) BRIBERY CONCERNING HORSE-RACING
In February 1986, a group of horse trainers and
jockeys were invited by the Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC), an independent
governmental department responsible for investigating
bribery cases, to assist in the investigation of a
case of bribery concerning horse-racing. According
to the law, the news media were not allowed to
disclose the names of the people invited by ICAC,
in order to protect their reputation as they had not
been proved guilty. However, after the ICAC press
briefing, the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club, the
agency responsible for organizing and supervising
horse-racing, announced the names of a group of
horse trainers and jockeys whose licenses were
temporarily quit. Many news media covered the two
stories on the same page, some even treated them as
one story under a shared headline. Many readers got
the impression that the people invited by IC AC were
identical to the horse trainers and jockeys whose
licenses were temporarily quit.
50) PAYMENT OF SERVICE CHARGE
In February 1986, a political revolution occurred
in the Phillipines. It happened that a Hong Kong
journalist of a TV station was there and reported
on the revolution through satellite. However, the
Phillipine operators stated that they had to be paid
a service charge for operating the equipment for
transmission through satellite. The TV station paid
them.
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51) FREE TOUR TO HAINAN
In February 1986, a free tour to Hainan Island,
China,* was arranged by a travel agency for
journalists. The condition of participation was to
write a feature introducing the tour in the
newspapers in favour of the agency. The director
of one of the newspapers invited stated that whether
they would send journalists to join depended on
whether there would be journalists available.
52) FILM OF CRASHING
A racing car was shown crashing into a group of
people in a news film in March 1986. The news
editor of a TV station hesitated whether this film
should be on screen in the news programme. After
discussing with a few colleagues, the film was not
presented in the morning news section, in order not
to scare the audience. The problem was brought to
discussion again in the morning assignment meeting
participated by all members of the news department.
After this further discussion, it was decided to
let the film to go on air in the other news sections.
as many members of the meeting felt that the level
of the violence shown in the film was not too high.
53) JOURNALISTS AS SALESPERSONS
Many journalists are assigned the role of advertise
sales staff for their newspapers. This practice is
commonly adopted to supplement the low salaries of
the journalists with commissions from selling
advertising space in their newspapers. It often
leads to a conflicting situation when the news
objects are also the advertising clients of the
journalists.
54 j PLAGIARISM IN NEWSPAPERS
Plagiarism in the Chinese language newspaper is
common. Some copy verbatim news reports from TV
and radio, or translate directly from the English
language press. A large portion of space in such
newspapers is filled with all kinds of press
releases, especially handouts from the Government
Information Service. Some newspapers even reprint
news stories from other newspapers without Q iving
acknowledgement or credit.


